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File Suit In Allemithis
MEMPHIS — A civil suit aim-
ed at Cennessee laws calling for
segregated buses to be ruled un-
constitutional was bled in District
court here Monday, by the Mem-
phis NAACP,
t The suit — filed at the request
ef 0. Z. Evers, 31, of Lipford at.,
one of two. men who left a No. 7
crc,c town bus on April 26, after
the driver called police — asked
thi-' a three-judge court rule that
sec ions 1704-09 of title 65 of the
195'; Tennessee code are "null and
void and in violation of the 14th
Amendment to the U. S. Constitu-
tion."
It names as defendants Mayor
Edmund Orgill, Commissioners
John Dwyer, Claude Armour, Hen-
ry Loeb, and Stanley Dillard;
Memphis street railways, Police
Renfrow and B. L. Rogers and
Chief J. C. MacDonald, Officers J
bus driver Warren G. Alexander.
Attorneys for the plaintiffs are
H. G Lockard, president of the .
Memphis NAACP branch; Thur-,
good Marshall, NAACP special'
counsel, and Robert Carder, NAA-
CP attorney.
The District court bill asks a
temporary injunction to restrain
the defendants from enforcing sec-
tions 1704-09 "and any and all
customs, practices and usages"
providing for segregated buses.
These sections provide for:
411
 Setting aside a portion of the car'
for members of each race, exhibit-
ing printed signs indicating t h e
portions set aside for each; right
of conductors to increase or di-
minish the space of each race
and to require a change of seats; a •
, Fines up to $25 for refusing to
accept assigned seats or leave'
the bus, fines up to $25 for carrier
owner not exhibiting the signs, and
running of a special or extra car
for exclusive use of either race.
, On April 26. Evers and G. L.
Myers, 46, of 675 Lipford, boarded
a bus at Lamar and Bellevue wt. n Busenroute down town. They took a
front seat.
Alexander, the driver asked They want Jim Crow ousted.
them to move to rear seats, and A leader of the bus boycott in
---_,,s-oPPed at Tallahassee, Fla., told the Tri.when they refused, he t
the tinFittation Bcnevue near State Defender Monday a three-
Walker ave., and called the Tran- point proposal including perrois-
sit conspany and police resum- sion for Negroes to take any emp-
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Officers Renfrow and Rogers
boarded the bus and gave the
met a choice of leaving the ve-






ty seat on a bus was being sub-
mitted to city and bus officials
Monday and "it appeared to be
the spirit" of persons at Sunday
night's mass meeting that the boy- '
cott would continue until the pro-
posal was met.
Rev. C. K. Steele, pastor of Beth-
el Baptist church where the mass
meetings have been held and presi-
dent of the Inter-Civic Council of
HAMPTON, Va. — The board Tallahassee, said the proposal was
of truStees of Hampton institute, being submitted Monday by coun-
has approved a recommendation se for the group, Attys. Alphon-
calling for the re-establishment so McGhee and Atty. Lindsey.
next fall of a program of gradu- Asked about the reported agree.
ate studies ,eading to the master
of arts degree in education. See BUS FIGHT—Page 2
e 'Offer' In New Bus Boycott
Cited For Total Of 97 Years Teaching
j.
VETERAN TEACHERS CIT-
ED — The teaching career of
two of the city's well-known
and popular public school
teachers reached a climax last
Saturday at a brilliant ban-
quet held at Currie's Club
*a, .
Tropicana. Mrs. L. P. Rhine
hart and Miss Anna J. Polk
were the honorees at the fete
"in honor and appreciation" of
their combined years of teach-
ing, which totals 97. The affair
was sponsored by Principal
R. T. Hunt and his faculty of
Booker T. Washington High,
ending their teaching careers.
Standing left to right are: Miss
Helen Heard, program chair-
man; Mrs. Rbinehart with com-
memorative plaque she reedy-
Clerics, Singer Honor Two Retiring
High School Grads Face Lead Bias Units Teachers Of BTW Highs Hazards, Opportunities
The Negro High School graduate of 1956 is faced with
greater hazards and greater opportunities than any of his
predecessors.
The hazards are that he may think the world is pretty
much like that is fathers knew and that the equipment
which they brought may do well 
Ienough. school graduate must be careful
The fact Is that. more and more to avoid using race as a crutch
training is required these days or an excuse for failure to strive.
and often for the simplest tasks. Already in certain fields of en-
The high school graduate must not deavor race is no particular handl-
expect that he can arrive without cap. A qualified engineer, mathe-
diligence and effort applied toward matician, physicist or scientist of
accomplishing his life's ambitiona. any kind has little or no diffi-
As for opportunities less and less culty being placed.
sill race remain a handicap in! It is a sad fact, but true that
A4nerican society. Equality comes too many yeungsters these days
painfully hard and agonizingly
slow, but come it will. The high ,See HAZARDS—Page 2
,.Mayor Tells Graduates
To Tap Their Chins Up
Job-seeking high school and college graduates are
urged not to "become discouraged" by Mayor Edmund Or-
Mayor Orgill, who has issued a proclamation calling
upon all employers to "receive cordially" young people
seeking }obit, reminded job bunt-
ers that it "always takes several
months for everyone to locate
jobs" in a statement congratulat-
ing the graduates.
( The Mayor wished for all the
graduates, those who will be go-
ing on to higher study endavors
as well as those who are job-seek-
ing, "the greatest success."
Tilt PROCLAMATION
i His proclamation to employers
I(mow,:! WHEREAS, Our schools and
t colleges will soon be out, and
WHEREAS, Many young men
lad women will be seeking per-
Two Memphis white preachers
and a member of the Blackwood
Brothers quartet have taken over
the leadership of organized anti-
integration forces in Memphis.
The Blackwood Brothers quartet
is widely-known among Negroes
Yor singing Gospel Songs, and
taking part on programs with Ne-
gro singers. Their taking over the
leadership of groups opposed to
' integration has evoked wide-spread
expressions of surprise among Ne-
groes.
Rev. James A. Franklin, jr., pas-
tor of First Congregational Metho-
dist church, has been elected na-
tional chairman of the Pro-South-
erners. Rev. Wayne Cox, notorious
See TWO CLERICS—Page 2
manent jobs for the first time,
and
WHEREAS, Many will be seek-
ing jobs for the summer months
in order to help them through
another year of school, and
WHEREAS, We think, as we do
each year, that this is the finest
crop of young prospective em-
ployees yet, and
WHEREAS, They deserve encour-
agement,
THEREFORE, 1, Edmund Or-
Bee MAYOR—Page 2 _
Escapes White
By Screaming
.. The Club Tropicana was the setting for the brilliant
banquet tendered two retiring Memphis public school
teachers last Saturday evening.
The banquet was held in honor and appreciation of
Miss Anna J. Polk and Mrs. Lelia B. P. Rhinehart, veteran
ed; Miss Polk with her plaque
and Miss P. M. Gassaway.
Seated at right are Miss Har-
ry Mae Simon and Prof. Hunt.
Mrs. Otha Shannon was toast-
mistress for the impressive af-
fair. (Hooks Photo.)
teachers at Booker T. Washing-
ton High school.
The more than two score Booker
T. Washington High school faculty
members, led by Prof. Blair T.
Hunt, were the banquet hosts.
Along with them some 100 friends,
well-wishers, former co-workers,
and students of the widely-known




Memphis Street Railway com-
pany's sponsorship of a gospel pro-
gram on WDIA indicates that
passenger relationship is not to be
overlooked as the company sets its
sights on an improved transit
system.
The city's first transit survey In
10 years and new equipment esti-
mated to cost a million dollars
are in the mill. Memphis can
look forward to a much improv-
ed bus service, including express
lines, which will serve all citi-
zens regardless of race, a com-
pany spokesman said.
MSR's sponsorship of the Halle-
lujah Jubilee with Ford Nelson,
Monday through Friday at 7 p. m.
( for 15 minutes) over WD1A is a
move by the company to bolster
its sagging relations with its pas-





Bandleader Al Jackson said Mon-
day he considers the burning of
the "portable KKK-type cross" is
a field across from Al Jackson
and Son Esso Service station at
281 Mitchell rd., more a continu-
uation of a series of harrassments
aimed at getting him to give up
the location than a joke by prank-
sters.
The consensus of sheriff's depu-
ties on duty Saturday night when
seven crosses were set afire in
Shelby county was that the burn-
ings were the work of pranksters,
done as a joke.
However, Mr. Jackson said be-
lieved the cross that burned in
the field at Mitchell and Daggett
roads across from his station was
part of the apparent campaign on
the part of whites to force him to
give up the location at the Dr.
J. E. Walker Homes.
MORE EVIDENCE
Mr. Jackson told how leading up
to the cross burning there had be
visits to his station and home, and
numerous break-ins which officers
said were committed by whites.
"But I'll be here," said Mr.
Jackson. "1 have too much invest-
ed to turn it loose. They can break
in and set a cross in the center
of the station but I'll open it for
'Ibusiness the next morning."
Mr. Jackson said the cross was
;burned in the field after closing
time Saturday night which was at
19 p. in, He said ha did not think
it the work of children or pranks-
ters because of the way it was
made up.
SMOOTH JOB
lie said the cross appeared to
have been nearly six feet and that
holes had been drilled in the heavy
timber and bolts screwed in and
th cross was mounted on a car
wheel to make it portable.
Mr. Jackson said a young white
boy about nine or ten came bySunday after going over to view
the place where the cross burned
and asked if "any of you all here
own that property over there?"
When told no, Mr. Jackson said




presented, with Washington facul-
An appreciation program was valid hie 1.ty members appearing to sing,
See RETIRING—Page 2
A screaming baby-sitter led to
a white man's arrest last week.
Don R. LaCroix, 30, forfeited
$153 when he did not appear in
City Court to answer charges that
he made improper proposals to a
16-year-old Negro baby-sitter.
Police said the girl told them
she was baby-sitting in LaCroix's
home at 1646 Welch, when he
came in and made advances to
her. The girl ran from the house
screaming and the neighbors call-
ed police.
The girl was reportedly not
harmed.
ATTACKS MOTHER OF 3
Meanwhile, police last week end
were searching for a man des-
cribed as a Negro who attacked
a white 27-year-old mother of
three children in her apartment.
The woman said the heavy set
man forced his way into her
apartment and forced her to sub-
mit when he threatened to kill!
bar two-month-old baby.
$42,000 In Scholarship Offers
SCHOLARSHIP WEALTHY—.
Elbert Parrish, left, 17, son of
Mr. and Mrs. William Parrish,
of 2167 Curry, and Calvin Kin-
caide, 19, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Calvin Kincaide 1474 Orr at,
may be a little out of uniform
but they certainly didn't get
left when the almost one-half
million dollars of scholarship
offers poured in for the 1956
graduates of Memphis Negro
high schools. Parrish and Kin-
caide, top athletes at Doug-
lass high in football and basket.
ball, received 021,000 each in
scholarship offers, decided to
accept the one from Tennessee
State. Two of Melrose's top
athletes received similar ofers,
Robert Weeden getting over
$22,000 and the fabulous An-
drew Earthman, more than
$15.000. Tennessee State's po-
tent backfield is already load
ed with such Memphians as
Booker T. Washington's Fred
Valentine, Melrose's Robert
Crawford and Jesse Wilburn,
and Douglass' Fay Mitchell so
the Nashville university will be
a real Memphis team. Other
students who do not partici-
pate in or excel' in sports also
garnered some top scholar-
ships. They are all listed by
name and donating institutions
(some not available at press
time) in this edition. (Newson
Photo.)
o Citizens
They've prepared an extra chicken dinner for you.
And if you can't get your ticket before tonight(Thursday, June 7) just come on up to the recreationroom of the Universal Life Insurance company and pre-sent your $10 to either Mrs. Hattie Foster, Mrs. Lola Lee,
Mrs. Celestine Williams, Rev, 
Roy Love or Bishop J. 0. Patter- Bishop Berthram W. Doyle, of
will 
waholsowilrleticeeiavte the a 
last minute 
iTnhuete 
J. B. Boyd, general secretary of
Nashville, will be presented by Dr.
pledge reports. I the pension department of theMembers of the Ministers and Christian Methodist EpiscopalCitizens League, sponsor of the
Citizenship Banquet, decided Mon- 
church.
day to prepare a number of din-
ners above what has been report- of the banquet with Lt. George
ed, in the hopes that other civic-
W. Lee, will be presented as mas-
minded citizens will want to join ter of ceremonies by Rev. H. C.
the list of those striving to boost 
Bunton, president of the league.
Bishop Doyle presides over theregistration of Negroes in Mem-
phis.
The affair was slated to start at
8 p. m.
6th Episcopal District of the CME
church, comprising five conferenc-
es in Alabama. Large audience,
Guest speaker for the night, See VOTERS—Page 2
Summer Jobs Outlook
Report: Not Bright'
Citing one of many requests
for Summer work, Rev. J. A. Mc-
Daniel, executive secretary of the
Memphis Urban League, reports a
"none too bright" outlook for stu-
dent employment in Memphis
this Summer.
In addition to themselves being
more mindful of their own respon-
sibility in this area, Rev. Mc-
Daniel calla upon Negro business
men to join in making white-own-
ed firms enjoying large Negro pat-
ronage more aware of the need
of providing employment to the Ne-
gro community.
A letter asking help in finding






Last year the Urban League was
responsible for aiding many Ne-
gro youths to find jobs during the
summer. I think that this was a
very fine undertaking.
I am a freshman at Fisk uni-





ito/ Sat., Nal 9, 1 956
firestone Workers:
(Continued From Page 1)
High school. / was a Junior coun-
selor in your VOC Week pro-
gram.
When I return home for the Sum-
mer vacation, I would like to go
to work. If you are still working
with the employment program I
would like for you to find employ-
ment for me. I can do waitress
and office work, for I've had ex-
perience and training in both. I
have also pressed clothes in a
cleaners. I would like jobs of this
kind or those in department stores
or factories.
I sincerely hope that you can
find me a job. I can start work
June 1.
Thank you very much and please
let me know your findings.
Yours Truly
(Signed)
"Scores of letters like the One
above are addressed to the Urban
League annually from schools and
Colleges both far and near. Hun-
dreds of applications are filed in
person by eager students for Sum-
mer and permanent work.
"The outlook is none too bright
Of seniority, without regard to for gainful employment for stu-
to race, color or creed." dents in the Memphis area this
THE PLAINTIFFS Summer. Placements have fallen
! The plaintiffs are Coraine Smith, off sharply since the Summer of
1954.
..„1,009 firms and industries have
been contacted by letter and per-
trucker, from March29, 1947, un- sonal visitation by the staff in
til laid off April 15, 1956, .oamkttuest of job opportunities. Three
Glenn Brown, a compounder,' riglies with job orders have beeni
from November 9, 1949, until received. The drive will continue
February 10, 1955. The bill says, by Board and Staff with the help'
the suit is also filed on behalf of of radio and press to open doors
other Negro union members who . of Opportunity for deserving youth
have been laid off. i "The situation as it now exists
' The contract, the plaintiffs say, is a double challenge to business-
es owned and operated by Ne-'call for layoffs to be on basis of 1
seniority, with those of less sen- groes. Negro leaders in business
iority being laid off first. Also, ' must assume a greater responsibi-
the plaintiffs say that persons with lity in utilizing the skills of its
higher seniority than someone else youth.
in a job he can fill is supposed to They must join others in making
get a chance at the job, too, be- non-white enterprises with large ,
fore being laid off. Negro patronage, aware of the
CLAIM COMPANY REFUSES need of employment opportunities
They ask the court to rule if they and the Negro communi-
that the layoffs violated these al- ty are to enjoy a larger share
lowances and are null and void.
r Plaintiffs say they previously
have and now could perform other have the right to work where they
work in different employment spend their earnings. Management
classifications, but say the coin- . of your neighborhood grocery, your
'pany and union refuse to give them department store, your furniture
such opportunity. They charge a . store, etc. should be made aware
''conspiracy" between company of this fact. You can help this
and union to deny them their sen- i dream come true. Let's all work
jun!: rights. together for the good of all. One
It was reported that the local's for all all for one.'
president. G. W. Clark, has failed 1
to extend an invitation to top union
officials to intervene in the Fire-
stone situation. Such intervention
could not come except at invita-
tion of the local's president, it was
stated.
WANTS TO STAND PAT
I Meanwhile, it was learned that
R. L. Tracy, a union member,
has offered motions that the Local
continue its past practices and that
grievances pertaining to layoffs
not be arbitrated but, turned over
to a committee for study. Both,
workers say, would be contract
violations.
Paul Borda is plant manager at
Firestone and John L. Guthrie is
industrial relations Manager.
' More layoffs are expected at
Firestone in a few weeks.




/ Firestone Tire and Rubber co.
and Local 186, United Rubber
Workers, have been named de-
fendants in a suit asking dam-
ages for layoffs plaintiffs claim
were discriminatory and seeking
an injunction to force the firm
and union to halt this and other
discriminatory practices violat-
ing contract procedures.
The Tri-State Defender learned
from reliable sources Saturday
that the suit is the beginning of an
all-out legal fight to correct "the
abuses" workers have been en-
during at the plant. Substantial
support reportedly is developing
for the plaintiffs.
I The Chancery Court bill, filed
by Atty. Anthony J. Sabella. for-
Inerly with NLR, says the com-
pany has a "contractual duty
to reduce personnel on the basis
room porter, employed from
June 5, 1944, until laid off Jul
30, 19S4; Thomas Perkins,
ayor
(Continued From Page I)
gill, in my capacity as Mayor of
Memphis, do hereby urge all em-
ployers to receive cordially these
young people when they come
seeking jobs, and to make a real
effort to help them find work,
either with their own firms or (Continued From Page 1)with friends.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have
hereunto set my hand and caus-
ed the Seal of the City of Mem-
phis to be affixed this 22nd day
of May, in the year of our Lord,




Recital Slated June 101
Students of the McCleave-Robin-;
son school of music will present'
their annual recital Sunday, June
10, at 4 p. m., at S. A. Owen Junior
College.
The recital program will feature
the appearances of three classes
of music pupils, Primary, Inter-1
mediate, and Adult.
Each group will reflect train-
ing received from such prominent
personalities in the field of music
as Madam Florence McCleave, di-
rectress of the studios, voice, pi-
ano and languages; Omar Robin-
son, M. Music, piano, organ, and
theory; along with associate in-
structors: Mrs. Hattie F. Moseley,
piano, and Miss Mertis Jones,
voice and piano.
THE PARTICIPANTS
The recital program partici-
pants inclule: Vernita McCutcheonl
who will lead the "Russian Lulla-
by" ohorus; piano renditions by:
Delaine Graham, Paula Epps,
Shirley McCutcheon Beverly
Green; Carla Thomas, Eleanor
Simmons, Ophelia Rainey. Ora Lee
Kelly, Billy Tucker, Proteon Tay-
lor, Donald Brownies, Myrna Wil-
liams, Marie Edmonson, and Bar-
bara Swanson: an Charles . ,c-
Cutcheon to lead the chorus "Just
niary Division.
INTERMEDIATE CLA-SS
The Intermediate class partici-
pants include: Piano renditions:
Dorothy Graham, Else Lox, Gwen-
dolyn Edwards, Dorothy Sykes,
Vernita McCutcheon, Cora Shan-
non, Gretta Whitaker, Curlene
Hamilton. Mattie Graham, Paul-
ette Grasen, Esther Hill, LaVerne
Rheeland, Charles E. McCutcheon,
June Billups, Carol Billups, Cher-
ry Crupp, Carol Hooks, Zettie
Craige; Josh Hargraves;
Voice: Willie McNeil, mezzo-so-
prano Blanche West, lyric soprano;
Yvonne Preston, Patricia Ed-
wards, Cora Shannon, soprano;
Barbara Wilson and Esther Hill,
contralto.
The adult Division will feature:
Miss Ophelia Little and Mrs. Es-
ther Ester, piano; Mrs. Ruth Chur-
chill, mezzo-soprano; Miss Betty
Yarbrough, lyric soprano; Harold
Lemmons, tenor; Robert Taylor,
baritone; Dalton Williams, lyric
tenor;
Mrs. Gustarva Kemp will be
featured as a dramatic reader.
The finale for the recital will
be a choral presentation led by
Yvonne Preston, entitled "In
Bright Mansions Above."
The program will be presented
at 4 p. m. Sunday in the S. A.
Owen Junior college auditorium.
Evergreen OES
Evergreen Chapter 107 of OES
that is private property and don't
let them catch any of you over
there any more."
He said he had had quite a
bit of trade from whites in the
area.
Two Sundays ago Mrs. Jackson
came to the station to relieve her
husband so he could get some
sleep between 2 and 6 p. m., as
he had been up almost every night
during the week with his band. He,
said two white men came by ,
and looked around, then went to,
another of his stations and asked
for him. Later when he came on
duty he said the two men came
back by to tell him that they "did
not appreciate" a woman working
around a service station.
Thefts from the Station have in-
cluded batteries, spark plugs,
tubes and even an Essornatic
credit card machine which detec-
tives found about a half mile away
and returned.
He says numerous calls have
been received warning him to give
up the station. No such trouble
has resulted at the other two sta-
tions, 3137 Horn Lake rd., and at
314 Ingle, Mr. Jackson reported.
He recalled that one one occa-
sion in the Fall a white man
came into the place and used the
stockroom floor as a urinating
place and threatened to come
back and get him when he was
evicted from the place.
Mr. Jackson said he plans to
keep the station going no matter
what the harrassments.
A grocery store owner in Eads
was the victim of one of the other
burnings and he called the sher-
riff's office to report it was scar-
ing away Negro customers.
Detroit Tigers Win
A Song at Twlight," for the Pri- will hold its annual tea Sun- Over Red Sox,1 4-11 •
YWCA, - une 10 at the  from
4 to 7 p.m. BOSTON — (INS)—The streak-
Clarence Cochran, W. P . re- ing Detroit Tigers made it seven turbances, but to call the police,
quested that all members be pres- in a row and nine of their last the spokesman stated.
cit. An invitation was extended ten Tuesday night when they out- lie said the company "is defi-
nitely" interested in more good
will and better relations with the
riding public and welcomes re-
ports of acts of discourtesy on the
part of any driver.
dar. J
of the local economy.
"Negroes feel that they should
WIN HONORS — The unusual
happened at Hamilton High
school near the end of the
past school term. A program
was held at the school In honor
of all students who were cited
during the year for outstand-
ing achievements, including
sports, academic. The photo
shows some of the students
cited. Principal of the school
Is Prof. Harry Cash,
Hazards
.(Continued From Page 1)
shun these fields because they do
not want to work. Too many
young people want to go to college,
but too few want to do any work
after they reach college. In fact,
in too many cases a college edu-
cation has become a status giving
device and whatever learning take
place is incidental to the froth and
frills of college life.
As we move inevitably toward
a desegregated society, we must
be able to measure arms with the.
best that America can offer. We,
cannot hope to succeed unless, we
who have been denied a chance
for so long are willing to work
to prepare ourselves for the new
day coming.
The great need in the South to-
day is for trained and courageous,
leadership.
The Supreme Court decision set,
the goal toward which we must
strive. It is needless to state that
the decision did not achieve an
integrated society. This must be
worked out step by step, item by
item, and day by day throughout
hundreds of committies all over
the south.
Untutored people will not be able
to work out arrangements that are
sensible and lasting. This can only
be done by trained and intelligent
minds. Here we have great need
for the dedicated teacher, the con-
secrated and educated minister,
and the skilled social scientist.
Where are these people to be
found? They are now being grad-
uated from our high schools. One
of them may be you, if you will
but seize the small opportunities
which come your way today — to
prepare yourself to help make.
a better place.
elieves
than 50 years, and Mrs. Rhinehart  ammy
some 47 years.
Mrs. Otha Shannon was mistress
of ceremonies. Participants on the
program included:
Mrs. B. R. McClellan, Miss H.
R. Heard, T. J. Beauchamp, Miss
D. E. Todd, Miss P. S. Bolden,
E. L. Pender, W. T. McDaniel,
Miss P. M. Gassway and others.
The Washington faculty mem-
bers joined in singing "Now Is The
Hour" as a farewell.
They were entertained with a
festival of music events with chor-
uses from Tougaloo, Alcorn and
and the Grand Opera, "Cavalier- 
Columbus, Miss. An organ recital 
Loses $4,000 To
ia Rusticana" by Mascagni, was
presented with scenery and cos-
tumes, by students of Jackson col-
lege in a production that was
wonderful for amateurs.
TEACHERS TO STUDY
Several local teachers are leav-
ing soon for universities. Among
them are Mary Ann Strozier and
Evelyn Bagby, to Wisconsin for
art; Omar Robinson and Leroy
Johnson to Indiana for music;
Mertis Jones to Arkansas univer-
sity for music and many others.
,Sub Pickpocket by MSC 'Tots r . .who expressed surprise that so Rev. Steele said A would probab-
I be decided at that time if theNEW YORK — (INS) — The
hopes of a 66-year-old Italian chef
to return to his family in Italy
faded Tuesday after a pickpocket
took $4,000 from him on a subway
train. L
Frederico Rossomando told p01
lice a man jostled him during the
rush hour and that he became
suspicious. Investigating, he found
his life savings gone from the
right pants pocket
of the presence of two 
alemphi
Negroes among those seeking 
ad-
mission to the school. The 
Negro
applicants among the 11 
who fail-
ed were Miss Aline 
Sykes, a so-
cial worker of 1902 
Carver and
11 Nelson a Melrose 
High
was fo• oboneychOattvelebeadeenrsmwa•odueldbyacthcaept t anyInSapneycifaalilepdublic attention









drivers issues. Reports in Sun-
day newspapers said officials were
ready to meet these two but not
, school teacher who 
lives at 1391 
on
neadthye to end segregated seating
Silver.
Miss. Group Denies Race, boycott s now nearly 100 per cent
Rev. Steele estimates that the•
JACKSON, Miss. — The State
Sovereignty Commission last week
denied charges made by Roy Wil-
kins before the Senate Judiciary
sub-committee on Civil Rights that
economic reprisals were being
made against Negroes and invited
the committee to come to Mis-
sissippi to see, "First hand the
evidence completely refuting Mr.
Wilkins' scattergun accusations."
Wilkins testified before the com-
mittee on May 25 from an article
in the Jackson, Miss., Times re-
porting on a meeting of circuit
county clerks.
According to the story in March,
1955, Earl Crenshaw, clerk of the
Montgomery County, Ala. circuit
court told his colleagues of the
successful methods used there to
keep Negroes from "overloading"
the voters registration lists.
FORCED VACATIONS
Names were obtained from the,
lists and Negroes who worked for1
members of the White Citizens
Councils were told to take a va-
cation. In turn they were advised
that when their names were
purged from the lists, their "va-
cations" would be over.
Crenshaw said this method had
been most successful in his coun-
ty and he advised the people in
Mississippi to use it.
Before May, 1955, Wilkins testi-
fied, Humphreys County, Miss.,
had 400 registered Negro voters.
By May 7, 1955, the day Rev.
George Lee was murdered, there
were 92.
As of Nov. 25, 1955, Gus Courts
of Belzoni, Miss., a grocer, who I
was shot, was the only name on
the list. Wilkins also cited the
effective. A car pool of about 50
vehicles is being used.
Purge; Invites U. S. Probe thought that Negroes made upabout 77 per cent of the bus pass-engers "but the buses are so
Rev. Steele said it was first
empty now it looks as if they
against Negroes. I actually made up around 90 per
The telegram to Chairman Hen-' centof the riders."
flings of the sub-committee was
signed by Hal C. DeCell of the
State Sovereignty Commission and
said the commission would coop-
erate with the committee in every
way to "ascertain the facts."
(threat mailed to Caleb Lee, a Ne-
gro farmer who received an un-
signed letter warning him that if
he wanted to live he had better
stop trying to vote.
Wilkins accused the state of run-
ning the gamut from economic
reprisals to out-right v iolence
DURHAM, N. C. — George 
blvd. (Orange Mound subdivision), he was president of the Inter-Col-
Oscar Davis, of 1313 Airways While a student at Morehouse,
Wayne Cox, 65, vice president and 
received a bachelor of arts de-1 legiate Mathematics club, v i c e
gree from Morehouse college last president of the Philosophical sod.
agency director of North Carolina i week' 
l etY, a member of the Omega Psi
Mutual Life Insurance company, ! The 
young man is the son of 1 Phi fraternity, a member of the
d - F d C Davis and French club and YMCA.
Mr. Davis has already accept-
ed a position at Wright Patterson
Air base with an annual salary
is all of his life. While a stu- of nearly $5,000, with civil serv-
ent at Melrose High school, he ice rating as Mathematician GS-4
was president of the National Hon- This fall he is to study e
or society and president of the 1 neering at the University of D ..
senior class. He was named to ton with expenses underwritten by
the Melrose High Hall of Fame, the government.
MSC T
o
urns Back Bus Fight
11 With Tests
ON THE ALERT — In Ger-
many, Pfc. James W. Law-
son (left) of Memphis, Tenn.,
and Harry T. O'Hagin prac-
tice firing a light .30 caliber
2 Local Girls Win At
Musicians Conference
After a reorganization with pro-
fessional musicians, the Memphis
Music Association, a branch of
the National Association of Negro
Musicians, sent contestants to the
Southern regional meeting in Jack-
son, Miss. recently.
Miss Mertis Jones, a dramatic
soprano and Miss Carol A n n
Hooks, pianist, represented the
Memphis branch. Miss Jones won
first place in voice contest and
Miss Hooks captured third place
in piano competition, despite dif-
ficulty in selections for one of her
age group.
Miss Jones will be eligiblle to
compete for a scholarship at the
national meeting of musicians in
Detroit, Mich. in August.
William Nelson, pianist of Jack-
son, Miss. and a student at Jack-
son college, won the piano con-
test. There were six competitors
in piano and three in voice.
Mrs. Edna Redmond, director
of the Southern area was elected
president and Mrs. Florence Mc-
Cleave, of Memphis, was named
vice president of the Southern Re-
gion of the NANM, Delegates
were present from Arkansas, Lou-
isiana, Tennessee and Mississip-
pi-
Two Clerics
(Continued From Page 1)
segregationist and pastor of
the Woodlawn Terrace Bapeist
Church, has taken over the leader-
ship of the Citizens' Councils in
this area.
At the same time, James C.
Piersol, Shelby County chair-
man of the Pro-Southerners, said
Roy Blackwood, business manager
of the quartet, had been elected
to the national board, along with
A. H. Sullinger, who has been ac-
tive with the group.
Despite their stand against Ne-
gro efforts at integration, the
Blackwood Brothers, imitating the
'Negro Gospel Singing style, have
appeared before large local Negro
audiences here.
Retiring
(Continued From Page I)
render instrumental music selec-
tion, present special commemor-
ative readings, and to eulogize the ,
honorees. Prof. Hunt climaxed the I
program with an eloquent tribute
to the worth and contributions of
the two teachers, observing that
Miss Polk has taught for more
Good Will
to all friends of the chapter and
the public to enjoy the affair.
Mrs. Nellie Osborne is W. M.
and Mrs. Hazel Wilkenson is sec-
slugged the Boston Red Sox. 14
to 11.
j The victory enabled the De.
!troiters to take fourth place from
rotary.. the Hose.
(Continued From Page 11
ters about examples of driver
and passenger courtesies and
there is an award for the best let-
ter of the month.
Meanwhile, a MSR spokesman
disclosed, stress is being placed
on courteous treatment to all rid-
ers among the driving personnel.
Bus drivers are being instruct-
ed not to take part In racial dis-
oters
(Continued From Page 1)
in Memphis have had the pleasure
of hearing the forceful speaker
both here, at church and civic
affairs.
Other speakers will be heard
in short talks
THE GOAL
The goal of the banquet effort
was 500 paid diners. Funds from
the plates are to be used to fi-
nance efforts to increase Negro
registration here. Registration goal
is 70,000 and nearly 24,000 more
are needed.
Finance chairman Bishop Pat-
terson reported a total of S1,630
paid in through Monday morning's
meeting. This WaS $420 above what
Jesse Turner reported had been
received by him as treasurere
prior to Monday.
Another meeting on the banquet
will be held next Monday at
11 a. m. at Pentecostal Temple
on Wellington and additional busi-
ness reports made.
Those who eat chicken at the
Citizenship Banquet and hear dy-
namic Bishop Doyle are helping
get more voting strength.
Besides, they have the big chick-
en dinner there waiting for you.
'George Cox
Insurance
r Oscar Davis Graduate
Officer Dies
machine gun during a prac-
tice problem. They are mem-
bers of the 503rd Airborn In-




at Alcorn A and M college in
Mississippi. He was a 33rd Degree
Mason and a member of Omega
Psi Phi fraternity.
Among those surviving are his.,
wife, Mrs. George W. Cox two
largest financial agency owned by
Negroes, died Friday of a heart
attack.
He had been receiving treatment
at the Rice House of Duke univer-
sity for a heart ailment.
Known as the "Dean of I
ance Men," Cox vas vice
president of the Mechanics and
Farmers Bank; 'ice president of
Mutual Savings and Loan associa-
tion, and founder and 11th presi-
dent of the National Insurance as-
sociation,
Born in Indianola, Miss., Oct. 6, ,
1890, the executive was educated
Of Morehouse College
the nephew of Mrs. Elizabeth Da-
vis Elrod,
)141:Thavis has lived in Mem-
(Continued From Page 1)
ment of officials to meet requests
for Negro drivers in predominant-
colored areas and courteousEleven failures were reported IY
among the 16 persons who took treatment for all passeegers,
daughters, Nola Mae of New York ta‘nv
phis State college graduate school received no formal statement of
oex‘avemeinksataiogno.to enter the alem- Rev. Steele said his group had
position from officials and knew
only what thep had seen in news-City, and Irma of Detroit, and a They were seeking admission 
to
son, George Cox, jr., of Durham. attend the school's 12-week sunt-i papers.
mer session. They took a spe-
26. The results were announced
cial screening test Saturday, May
for Wednesday night at Bethel and
POOL OF ABOUT 54 CARS
Another mass meeting was set
P Clark
When rumors first began to cir-
culate of a romance between the
two last year, Miss King was in
reality Mrs. Melvin grown. Since
hope, we are closer together now then, the courts have legally an-
than ever before." tied her marital knot.
The Defender story asserted that 
the affair between the two had! About one - half of the chroni-
ended and that there might be a : ca0 ill in the U. S. are age 65
legal aftermath including the pos. , or more.
Sammy Davis and Cordie King will be married as
soon as he finishes his current Broadway run.
This is about the most authoritative statement one
can get on the relationship between the sensational young
theatrical star and the beautiful Chicago model.
It's authentic because the words 
come from Sammy Davis himself aibility of a suit by her charging
and he ought to know his own ro- breach of promise or one by Mel-
mantic business. vin Brown, miss King's ex-hus-
In answer to a story published in band charging the star with alien-
the Defender hinting at a rift in ation of affections
the romantic relations between the
two, the Mr. Wonderful of a smash While Sammy's announced in-
Broadway hit by the same name tendon to marry Miss King "as
had the following to say yester- soon as I finish my current run
day: on Broadway," deals a KO punch
'I've just finished reading your to the possibility of Cordie visiting
article entitled 'Did Sammy Sing a lawyer's office, it doesn't affect
"Shoo Shoo Baby" to Cordie?' whatever Mr. Brown might have
This Lames as a complete surprise in mind, if he has anything in
and shock to both Miss King and mind at all,
myself as we intend to he mar-
ried as soon as I finish my cur-
rent run on Broadway,
"Despite what ill-wishers might
Again, as the Montgomery, Ala,
bus boycott which has continued
most effectively since last Dec,-Ak•
her, Negro leaders have taken.
leadership in the movement and
have stressed a non-violence ap-
proach to the situation.
He said all the Ministers of the
city were present for Sunday
night's mass meeting but about
three. Ministers have been hold-
ing nightly prayer sessions, be-
ginning at 10 p. m.
LOCK UP BUS LOAD
Many of the leaders, who sel-
dom rode the buses, didn't
know what the situation was until
they heard reports in the mass
meetings, Rev. Steel said. He said
he saw a notarized statemeM of
a complaint charging that a whole
bus load of people were locked
aboard and carted off to a -jail
because one Negro refused to give
up a seat.
Rev. Steele said the persons
Sunday night's mass meeting
ed that "after paying their fares
they wanted any seat on the bus."
He said the success of the boy-
cott so far grew out of the "dog-
ged determination of the people to
walk it out."
HOW IT STARTED
The boycott started a week
ago, after two Florida AM univer-
sity coeds were arrested for sit-
ting next to a white woman and
though they were freed in a court
hearing the protest, which began
with the campus students, has
continued to spread. The students
were out of school Monday.
Other leaders include: Rev. K. S.
Dupont, paster of Fountain Chap-
el AME church; Dr. M. C. %Va.
hams, a local dentist, secretary;
Rev. Metz Rollins, jr., pastor of
Trinity Presbyterian church, tree./
surer; Dan B. Speed, of Speed's;
grocery, chairman of tronsporta.i.
tion; Elbert Jones, of the Su s ,11
Jones Funeral Home, transpo
tion assistant; Father David ,
S. Brooks, St. Michaels All Angela
Episcopal church, chairman of the
ministerial group, and Dr. James
Hudson, chaplain of Florida ASI
university, chaplain and devotional
leader.
12,000 STOP RIDING
Dr. Hudson is also president of
the Interdenominational Alliance
and called the first meeting of the
ministers.
Around 12,000 Negroes have
stopped riding the buses in i'alla•
hassee, it is estimated. The tran-
sit company is owned by a Jack-
sonville. Fla., concern.
Around 1,000 Negros have stop-ped riding the buses in Tallahas-
see, it is estimated. The transit
company is owned by a Jackson-
ville, Fla., concern.
Average nourly wage 
oemployes in the 1.1.S.,f fhas in-
creased by about 746 percent sincethe 1913 tabulations.
•
:What Schools Can Do To Prepare
.Students For Democratic Trend• By J. D. SPRINGER
.1 Principal, Douglass Sigh School
In times like these when every-
"thing is moving so fast and
changes are taking place as rap-
IdlY as the movements, it is only
. aultural that the public schools,
'"the arsenal of our democracy,
i.,,would be called upon to make
'their contributions to the trend.
The other night, I watched a
play on TV. that referred to the
school as "The Second Family".
Since in America, the most sig-
nificant, as well as the firsthand
most important social unit is ihe
home or family, I considered it
quite appropriate to refer to the
!school. the next whit unit to44'
which the vast majority of chil-
dren move, as the second family.
It is in these two families that
youngsters will be given prepara-
tion not only for the new demo-
cratic trend in education but in
the new trends or trends in just
about every avenue of life.
DEMANDS INCREASE
Realizing that increasing de-
mands are being made of man-
kind in order to cope with the
various perplexities modern times
are now offering, the schools must
take on added functions and re-
sponsibilities in order to feed to
the world the type of men and
women the times demand.
I would be presumptuous indeed
to infer, even in the minutest
MISS WILLIAMS AND MR. ISABEL
Evansville Zetas Hold
Ball For Debutantes
! The Zeta Zeta Omega chapter
bf Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority
Zave its first Debutante Ball in
the beautiful Rose Room of the
McCurdy hotel in Evansville, Ind.
int Saturday evening May 5. It was
h most brilliant and sparkling so-

















debutantes presented to society at
this affair.
Previous to the ball the debs
were enrolled in a Charm .school
for two months during which
time instructions were given on
various ways of attaining and ex-
pressing charm and beauty.
Miss Gwendolyn Louise Williams
was one of the debs that entered
through the beautifully decorated
arch-way of the Rose Room. She
was escorted by Charles Henry
Isabel, a junior at Tennessee State
university, son of Mr. and Mrs.
James If. Isabel, 916 Emmie $t.
Miss Williams is the proud daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. John R. Wil-
liams, 1839 Hearst ave. Miss Wil-
liams' parents and her escort mo-
tored up for the presentation.
Miss Williams was the recipi-
ent of the following scholarships:
Clark college, Atlanta, Ga.; South-
ern Illinois university, Carbon-
dale, III.; Alpha Kappa Alpha so-
rority, Memphis, Tenn.; National '
Scholarship Service and Fund for
Negro Students, and Evansville
college, Evansville, Ind., where
she is now a sophomore. Miss
Williams is on a Secondary Edu-
cation course, majoring in Eng-
lish and minoring in Speech.
Among the highlights of the eve-
ning was the crowning of the
queen, Miss Margaret Lander, by
the Mayor. Miss Williams was at-
tendant to the queen.
Miss Willie Effie Thomas and
Mrs. Majorie F. Jackson are Ba-
sileus and Epistoleus of the Zeta
Zeta Omega chapter of Alpha Kap-
pa Alpha sorority, respectively.
1 Fifty-Seven Get
iLivingston Awards
SALISBURY, N. C. — In a spe-
cial assembly program at Living-
stone college on Friday, athletic
awards were presented to 57
young men and women who had
excelled in the intercollegiate
sports of football and basketball
during the past school year. Also
included in the group were the




554 SCOTT PH. 4-9463
COMO DRUG STORE
Full line of prescription and sundry items, Emoting cards
-- Fret delivery, no limittd amount -- Complete lino of
tobaccos, costume jewelry.
WH 2-1721 1014 Mississippi Blvd.
We Appreciate Your Patronage
way, that I am going to propose
all the solutions or even answer
in a small way the question asked
lin the topic. What I shall say
;will be more or less a pattern
of thinking. To this pattern, oth-
ers. out of their experience and
knowledge, can add many valu-
able and constructive suggestions.
COOPERATION NEEDED
The first thing, I think, that
would enhance the preparation of
students for the new democratic
trend in education, would be the
coming together in cooperative un-
derstanding and willingness to
work, the two families mentioned
previously — the first and second
families—the home and the school
respectively. Members of these
families should become better ac-
quainted. The homes, constituting
the community, should have an
adequate knowledge of the school
objectives, program and needs. In
fact, to make the community a
definite part of the school plan-
fling group is a nationwide proj-
ect.
The school's role in this? The
schools will have to create and
improve the school-community re-
lationship. This can be done thru
PTAs, church, social, civic activ-
ities, and many other ways that
time nor space will permit.
Education for world-windedness
is another function of the school
in this new democratic trend in
education. Our present day youth
is taught the history of his state
and community. He learns about
job opportunities, home life, so.
cial living, labor problems. He
deals with personal problems of
adolescence, sex hygiene, budget-
ing, society, auto driving. He vis-
its local industry, interviews im-
portant people on local problems.
so conversant with themselves.
And, that is as it should be.
INTERNATIONAL VIEW
But on the other hand, they
tell us that we are now within
30 hours travel of any part of
the earth's surface, and that the
time is near when travel to the
Middle East will be as quick as
traveling by auto in this country
of a community — a world com-
munity? For an international
point of View? To live in a so-
ciety consisting of all nationali-
ties, with a variety of customs,
different values, and conflicting
ideals?
Still a further function of the
school in this new democratic
trend in education, is to -arouse in
students a desire to rise to the
demands of this technological
age. To awake them to the idea
that working with their hands is
not necessarily a badge of sub.
serviency. Industries are crying
for technicians, scientists, highly
skilled persons, and some think
that eventually Americans might
die for lack of these people. Rep-
resentatives from Tuskegee, A &
I State university and Morehouse
stated to the Douglass seniors
that they had bids for every engi-
neer, chemist, scientist and math-
ematician coming out of those in-
stitutions. The demand for people
in the highly technical and skilled
fields are such that transcends
any artificial barrier.
Integration should pose no un-
usual problem on any real teach-
er. Long before the Supreme
Court's decision, basic in mine
and I believe the majority of oth-
er Memphis teachers' considera-
tion, was the desire to help every
child develop to the fullest extent
of his ability, to help the high
school boys and girls choose a
:areer or occupation in life for
which they feel that they will be
best fitted, and guide them in
their preparation for that career
or occupation, to develop a stu-
dent into a wholesome, contribu-
tive citizen in an ever changing
society, and persuade him as
much as possible to practice the
golden rule where human rela-
tionship is concerned. Students
armed with such prerequisites
wilt fit very uniquely into any so-
ciety, integrated or not.
Plan To Merge
School Systems
Watkins Overton, former Mem-
phis mayor, has been named as  
chairman of a committee appoint-
ed by the commissioners of
Memphis and Shelby county to do
a detailed study relating to the
consolidating of the school sys-
tems of the city and county.
Other members of the commit-
tee are Porter Grace, Everett
Cook, Leo Bearman, J. P. Chase,
W. Percy McDonald, Walter P.
Armstrong, George Banes and Er-
nest Ball.
SHARE COST
The city and county will share
the cost of the study, not to ex-
ceed 810,000, on a 50-50 basis. The
report is to be ready no later
than early 1957.
Consolidation would m e a n,
among other things, equalization ,
of city and county schools and
of salaries of county and city
teachers. The city presently has
an edge in both. It would also elim-
inate the question of how to di-
vide money earmarked to the two
systems.
Husbands! Wives!
Get Pep, Vim; Feel Younger
Tbotabooda of afte4o, aro weak, vone-out,IN.
UMW illei boom* body luta boo. For sow
younger Maio; GNP 40, by Odra' Tolls
Tablets. Coataia iroa for pop; rupplemrat
daps vitamins Ei sod 51. In a tingle day,
Orem supplies as much Iron as IS dozes raw
optorr, 4 N. of NVelf or 16 lb.. of beef. 7-day
'sat-aequainted' Woo Porb htti.. Orpt tow.
$ii• sad ears 61.46. La all Ansa"
LAUDERDALE HIGH School
in Ripley, Tenn., turned out
this handsome looking group
of young people as members
of its Class of 1956. J. N. San-
ders, Jr., was president of
the class. The large class of
graduates numbered 64. Class
motto was "Enter to learn; go
forth to serve." Prof. J. ('.





SI:NI01? I LASS 01 195t,
CARVER MGR SCHOOL In
Brownsville, Tenn., capped a
successful year when these 59





mac as members of the grad-
uation class of 1956. The Car-
ser High school, one of Ten-
nessee's most progressive, has
R. B. Bond, well known edu-
Alb '
eator, as principal, C. Currie
was president of the graduat-
ing (lass. Its advisors were
Mrs. V. C. Brooks and Miss
C. Barksdale. (Mason Photo)
THE INSTALLATION services
of the recently formed Aris.
tocrat Social club was held at
the 'MCA Branch on Vance
ave. The club, formed origi-
nally under another name,
sometime ago decided t o
change the name to Aristocrat
Social club and this was the
first installation for the new
dub. Seated from left are
Mrs. Elizabeth Ward, treas-
urer; Mrs. Geneva Berry, sec-
retary, and Mrs. Hattie Ree
Wright, president. Standing,
same order: Mrs. Lucie Bose.
well, assistant secretary; Mrs.
Elorine White, chaplain; Mrs.
Lela Upchurch, business man-
ager; Mrs. B. Ward, vice pres-
ident, and Mrs. Lucie Cross,
assistant to the manager.





President, S. A. Owen Jr. Collegel
Prophets of doom are prescrib-
ing dire consequences from our
scientific progress They fear auto-
mation will take away jobs, bring
about an undesirable social evo-
lution or that man will complete-
ly destroy himself through ever-
more powerful weapons.
Opposite such pessimists are
those who regard the "atomic era"
as the golden age with most prom-
ise since the Garden of Eden.
The difference in point of view
is perhaps the belief that man can
and will prepare for success. For
those having vested interest in the
comparatively static social and
economic patterns of the "pre-
atomic era" there is the thesis that
things are moving too rapidly, that
most people are not capable of ac-
quiring adequate preparation ex-
cept over a long period of time.
Without turning devil's advo-
cate, we must acknowledge the
problem of the cultural lag impos-
ed by the rapidity with which
the era has caught us. We are not
adequately prepared. We shall
either succumb to the thesis
of doom or admit our shortcom-
ing and become prepared for suc-
cessful living. We must modify
our philosophy of education as a
medium of preparation and our
basic economic concepts as deter-
minants of what we can afford.
THE OBJECTIVES
We must educate for a more
perfect harnessing of the forces
of nature and ingenuity in order
to relieve the burden and to in-
crease the fruit of labor. We must
educate for skill, competence and
efficiency in using atomic-power-
ed mechanisms: for character
which can control what man's
mind conceives as it increasingly
comes into knowledge of God-giv-
en atomic secrets.
These objectives are the respon-
sibility of educators: the ultimate
goals of all who would be pre-
pared. We must produce more and
better scientists and engineers —
the architects of our industrial
world; more and better techni-
cians — the operators of our super
machines and social organizations.
We must develop spiritual leaders
and values, for a world of closer
living and greater emphasis upon
such concepts as brotherhood of
man, the fatherhood of God.
MUST PAV PRICE
We must be willing to pay the
higher coast of education not just
in formal schools — public or pri-
vate — but wherever there is a
learning situation. Higher cost
demands higher taxes; larger con-
tributions. We must upgrade the
level of popular education — not
just twelve years, but fourteen
years including a program of
"General Education" geared to
the demands of the era. Not a
i college education for the selectedand privileged few but equal op-
portunities for all who have the
ability to produce.
Granted, everyone cannot profit
from higher or technical study.
Yet, everyone who expects to work
must he prepared for the higher
level of future jobs. Everyone must
possess the self-discipline for an
era of more leisure and knowledge
with which to pursue life's satisfac-
tions.
No longer should we accept the
glory of high school graduation as
the optimum of popular :educa-
tion, We must accept with proper
prospective "the upper two years"
— the junior college years! We
must likewise review the sanc-
tity of our regular college and
'Dies In Meridian
MERIDIAN. Miss. (ANP) —
Mrs. Annie Boston, 106-year-old
ex-slave. said to be the oldest per-







'WHERE 10155 LIKE YOU
GET PREHRINTIAL
SERVICE.'
NO FIXED DOWN PAYMENT
Tell Us What You Can Pay
Always 100 Clean Cars On Lot
'53 thru '56 MODELS
Low Bank Financing • Day or Night
ALSO
'46 Thru '52 MODELS
As Low As $50 Down
Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week
We Finance These Ourselves
C. B. SMITH MOTOR CO.
2586 POPLAR
Open 'Til 9 P.M. • 34-5557
MADAM BELL
The Greatest Palmist on Earth
Madam Bell that you all know who stayed
at the Mississippi State line for years Is
back on her own place to stay„
Are you Dissatisfied with Marriage? Have
you lost faith in your life or sweetheart?
If any of these are your problems, come let
MADAM BELL advise you at once. She reads life to you just
as she would read an open book. She gives you your lucky
dates and months. Tells you why your job or business is not a
success. She will tell you friends and enemies a n d will call
names. If you have failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL
at once.
LOCATED on her own place on highway 51 North, 6 miles
north of Millington, Tennessee on the way to Covington, Ten-
nessee, next door to Colony Night Club otherwise known as
Turf Club. Two blocks below the other reader. 5 Greyhound
buses pass daily to and from Memphis. Ask your bus driver to
put you off at Madam Bell's place. You can take the Millington
bus and get off at the post office in Millington and get a cab and
tell them to drive you to Madam Bell's place. Show your cab
driver the address.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours: 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Reading daily. Open on Sundays
I don't make any home calls or answer any letters.
BE SURE TO LOOK FOR 'THE RIGHT SIGN
AND THE RIGHT NAME
university programs, even as we
paradoxically de-emphasize t he
ever popular teacher training
programs. and seriously begin to
train youth and adults alike for
the higher level of diversified oc-
cupational pursuits through fur-
ther upward extension and out-
ward expansion of our higher in-
stitutions.
Courageous upgrading a u d
' modification of our educational
and spiritual development pro-
grams may well result in ade-
quate preparation — key to suc-
cess in the atomic era.
MRS. JOSIE NELSON COBB, In-
strumentalist and song stylist, will
be presented in recital June IC
at 5 p.m. at Mt. Vernon Baptist
church, 547 Mississippi blvd. Pub-
lic invited. Rev. C. McKenzie Is
minister of Mt. Vernon; Mrs. Lu-
cille Greene, sponsor,
Tract him Ilk. a KingI
Serve him













Gilhey's brilliant clarity is your
certain promise of the best
Gin-and-Tonic. Gilbey's Is
made the natural, uncolored way
...the gin that's dry, crystal-clea‘
and the right proof. Please





,eser Gilbey's Distilled London Dry
Neutral Spirits. W. & A.
Nye Gilbey, Ltd., Cincinnati. Ohio
• 'sokt:'"
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WITHOUT WITH PITCH.'
14111W TYLER AMB of the church at s p.m.
*New Tyler AME membership l Conducting the Sunday school
will hold its Third Quarterly Con at 9:15 a. in. will be Supt. William
ference, Sunday. Dr. P. W. Deles H. Davis. The assistant pastor,
will deliver the morning and eve- Rev. A. H. Charles, officiates at
sing sermons at 11 a.m. and 7:30:11 a.m.
p. in. The senior and No. 2 choirs Baptist Training Union corn-
will render the music. The confer- mences at 6:30 p.rn, under the di-
once will close Monday with re- rection of Mrs. Easter Charles.
—Iforts from the boards. Rev. W. H. Mosby is the pas-
Mrs. Alma Bowen and Prof. tor.
Isiah Goodrich, jr. will conduct NEW HOPE BAPTIST
the Sunday school at 9:30 a.m. Revival begins at the New Hope
z t At 5:30 p.m., the ACE League Baptist church, Sunday, at 7:30
• Will start under the direction of p.m. Rev. Samuel Townsend will
*Miss J. Flowers, conduct it.
• Rev. H. W. Henning is the pas-
tor.
• t Spotlighting Sunday's worship at
Bethlehem Baptist church will be
• Children's Day program at 3
• p.m. Mrs. Mary Farwell is super-
visor.
I The Sunday School convenes at
9:30 a. m. B. H. Holman is the
Superintendent. A sermon will be
heard during the morning wor-
ship at 11 a.m.
' The Baptist Training Union will
be held at 6:30 p. in. At 7:30 the
evening service begins.
The public is invited to all serv-
ices at the Bethlehem Baptist.
'church.
Rev. J. R. Bibbs is the pastor.
" MARTIN TEMPLE
11/EMORIAL CMS
• A regular day of worship Is
planned for•the Martin Temple
• Memorial CME congregation Sun-
,- day. Mrs. Anna Jean Goodloe will
• t onduct the Sunday School at 9:30
The pastor, Rev. L. A. Storey,
%Oil officiate during the morning
worship at ii a.m. Music will be
furnished by the choirs of the
' thurch.
I. Christian Youth Fellowship
meets at 5 p. m. Fred Garner will
direct it.
I The youth choir will present a
kusical at 7:30 pm.
. COLUMBUS BAPTIST
.I Services at the Columbus Bap-
tist church will get underway with
. conduction of Sunday school at
9:30 a. m. P. Bumpus will be in
Charge.
I Divine worship is scheduled for
—12 noon, Rev. A. E. Campbell, the
L. M. Eweles will direct
Amster. will deliver the message.
L. M. Eweles will direct
116 Baptist Training Union at 6:30
3/.7n. At 8 p.m, the pastor will
seteliver another sermon.
MORIAH BAPTIST
Moriah Baptist church will
:be represented at the Baptist
Iraining Union Congress which
:VII be held at the Little Rock
=aplist church on Willett st., Sun-
=dr. Rev. J. H. Johnson is the
.lost pastor. The local Baptist
.11:41:tting Union Congress is being
Amid 'one week early because of
kational Baptist Training Un-
la Los Angeles, Calif.
P.' J. Nelson will conduct the
:Allunday School at 9:30 a.m. The
ltestor, Rev. R. W. Norsworthy,
llill'preside at 11 a.m.
,The Baptist Training Union will
.49e held at 6:30 p.m. Mrs. R. W.
Mrsworthy is the directress.
ST. JUDE BAPTIST
The monthly musical will cli-
max the day's service at St. Jude
Baptist church Sunday. It will be
rendered by the combined choirs
Sunday school starts
Sam Marshall is the
dent.
The morning message will be
heard at 11 a.m. Rev. W. A.
Edward will deliver it.
At 6 pin., the Baptist Training
Unioh convenes.
LEMOYNE HONOR GRADU-
ATES — This trio of Le Moyne
graduates received their de-
grees with honor at the com-
mencement on May 28. From
NE LENGTH Of THE ARK SHALL, E
, THREE HUNDRED 4L/2/7";
' ,IREADTH Of IT FIFTY CUI1/73'
4 AND THE NE/aNT Of /T rHary
cusirs:'
DIXIE HOMES KINDERGAR-
TEN graduated 24 little five-
year.olds on May 27. The
youngsters presented a unique
program in which members of
the class of 1956 described and
told of the characteristics of
various birds and insects. Most
of the parents expressed
amazement at the Impressive
manner In which their chit-
left they are Miss Mildred
Halyard, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Leslie Halyard, of 896
Alma; William Spencer, it.,
son of Mr. and Mrs. William
GREENSBORO. N. C. — (ANP) :March, 1955, and summarily dis- 1
—A suit, seeking to recover $1,886 missed from office.
including accumulated interest, The civil suit was issued throughi
has been filed against A&T col-; an order of the Superior Court of ,
lege here by the widow of the Wake County, and lists Mrs. Hat.
late N. C. Webster, former burser tie Webster as plaintiff, and offi-
at the college who was convicted cers of the college, members of
of "irregularities in his office" in its board of trustees and the North
 Carolina Teachers and State Em-
ployees Rgtirement System, as de-
fendants.
PALM READER and ADVISOR
NATIONALLY KNOW!
HIGHLY RECOMMENDED!
Not To Be Classed As Gypsies
Will read your life without asking any questions, gives ad-
Vice on all affairs of life, such as: Love, courtship and marri-
age. She reunites the separated, causes speedy marriages,
helps you to gain the one you love. If worried, troubled, or in
doubt, consult this gifted medium. If you have been disappoint-
ed in others, one visit will convince you that this medium is
superior to any reader you have consulted. She advises on
business affairs, also helps you to overcome evil influences and
bad luck of all kinds,
Private and confidential readings daily and Sunday, Hours
9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Readings for white and colored,
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
You will find us most moral and not to be classed as
GYPSIES.
Anger and worry are the most unprofitable conditions
known to man. While they are in possession, mental, physical
and spiritual growth are suspended. Anger is a highway
robber and worry is a sneak thief. Bring your problems to me
.oday; tomorrow may be too late.
besiiscouraged if you have failed to find help! I do
what others claim to do! Tell you your lucky days and lucky
numbers! Licensed by Statc and County. No renresentatives
or house calls.
Memphis, Tennessee, Take Whitehaven bus to State Line
(Tenn. & Miss.) Hiway 51 So look for hand sign near Sally
Roger's store one block from end of bus line.
TRADE MARK
AMERICA'S FAVORITE
MILK and ICE CREAM
ten performed. They are In-
structed by Mrs. E. Blackman
and Mrs. Hazel Hale, seen
here with them. The graduates
are, first row: Maurice Frank-
lin, Ronald Hawkins, Flora
Lee Jones, Trudy Lynn Smith,
Georgetta Patterson, Vanessa
Barringer, Carl Malone a n d
Larry Lee, Second row: Mary
E. Williams, Ernest Hicks,
A. Spencer, Sr., of 650 Lyman,
and Miss Barbara Gilliam. who
is "Miss LeMoyne." daughter
of Mrs. Ophelia Eason, of 1495
Sidney. (Reese Photo.)
approximating the sum claimed
had been turned over to the col-
lege by officers of the Retire-
ment System to be applied to
shortages charged to Webster upon
his dismissal from the college.
It also claimed that the college
divested itself of all ownership to
the funds once paid to the second
defendant, the board of trustees
of the North Carolina Teachers
The suit charges that an amount and State Employees Retirement
, System, and "relinquished all con-
trol over, or claim to said mon-
. ies.•'
It further claimed that since
Webster never received or re-
quested the funds during his life-
time, such funds never became a !
part of his estate.
Meanwhile, a ruling by Willie •
B. Rodman, jr., attorney general,
stating that the beneficiary is not
entitled to any refund and that
"the State was entitled to apply
JACKSON, Miss, — (ANT') —A the same to a long court battle."
legal battle between white and I A copy of the ruling was made
Negro groups for the $750,000 es-1 a part of the document filed
tate of the late Slim Burnside, against the defendants.
wealthy white lumberman . and W'ebster was convicted on five
landowner, has been won by the counts of embezzlements resulting '
white heirs, from shortages in the college ac-
The Mississippi Supreme Court count discovered by auditors inupheld a lower court's decision February, 1953. Ile was dismissed
giving the estate to the white from the college on Feb. 23Burnsides.
Following the lumberman's m 
death in 1952, executors of the es-
tate. filed a will which left the Miss Anne Carnes Bartholomewmajority of the estate for a game of Memphis. received recognitionand fish preserve, as winner of first place in the
UPHELD CLAIM Alumni Association Awards to
The will was contested by W. A. upper classmen in oratory when
Burnside and other relatives and
a court order upheld their claim.
Later, Tennessee Burnside and
other Negroes of the Burnside convocation.
name claimed to be illegitimate Miss Bartholomew, who Was the
children and rightful descendants Tri-State Defender's first Calen-
of the wealthy bachelor and filed dar Girl, also received recogni-
a petition for adjudication of the lion through Pi Kappa Delta, na-
property as theirs. tional forensics honorary fraterni-
ty.
or tstate
The chancery court ruled the
' white Burnsides were the lawful
heirs. The Supreme Court upheld
that decision.
iss Bartholomew
the University of Dubuque cited
its academic and co-curricular
achievers in the annual honors
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Caffrey V. Bartholomew, of
1086 S. Bellevue blvd.
Thomas Campbell, Linda Faye
Harris, Andrew Rodgers, John
Allen, Walter Williams a a d
Donald Ray Harris. Top row:
Larry Hill, Marvin Bradford,
Charles Given, Della Jean
Crawford, Carol Walker, Gilda
(ilmore, Marjorie Bradfield,
Charles Johnson and Herbert
Webster. (Hooks Photo)
Two million pilgrims a year
visit Lourdes in South France.
President, Baptist Industrial Col-
lege & Seminary Hernando, Miss.t
Whose Fool Are YOU? Do you
ever ask yourself this question?,
You should. ,
Sometime ago gleard this stcrry.'
A young boy who had been labeled'
*slightly off' in his community
went down the street carrying a
sign which read on the front,
"I'm God's Fool." Many people
 laughed when they read the sign
but on the back was another sign
reading, "Whose fool are you?" ,
It appears to me that at some
stages in our lives all of us are ,
fools. There are things that come
into our lives that make us act
like fools whether we are aware
of it or not. I read a few days
ago a description of a group of
people referred to as lacking
in moral integrity, lacking in emo-
tional stability, lacking intellec-
tual outlook, and lacking in cul-
tur al appreciation. I stopped
and wondered just what could
they have. But my mind made
me to know that when individuals
are lacking in so much they could
be nothing but plain fools. But
as one looks about himself today
we are almost prone to see that
not only is this true in this named
profession but it goes out to al-
most the entire populace of our
day. Never has the world been
so full of people who have failed
to grow up morally, spiritually,
intellectually, and culturally.
: ROcKHOLL AGE
Today we are in the midst of a
'rock and roll' age. The very fact
that this has come upon us speaks
for itself that we are lacking some-
thing emotionally. This lack of
emotional maturity shows itself in
still evident in many other areas.
People today walk about with their
nerves on edge. Never has there
been so many people who can't
stand this or can't stand that. Ev-
Yes Madame,
If a sweet girl or boy grad-
uate has been mulling around
your home wondering what
world to capture next, remind
the young ladies and intro-
duce the young gentlemen to
the culmury acts whose paths
leads to independence and self
reliance.
This should be done especial-
ly it your family is one that
waits on mother to do all of the
cooking around the house.
The young gentleman will
really feel independent if you
let him make the corn sticks to
OFFICIAL SPAULDING
BASEBALL
111118111111111111111111111M111111111111111111111101111191M1191111111111901111111911111111911111181111/1111111111111111INNIIIN Mtn and his sinful blether. If all
• of us are going to be in the same
The Pulpit Speaks boat none of us will be in a po-
sition to help the other. It is n
By REV. C. THOMAS PAIGE * beyond, the power of any of
'111118111111101M111111111111111111111111111111111111111111011111111ifillellgitniningtommnemniellenotemmIMP to be a source of inspiration to
our weaker brethern. The chat-
erything works on their nerves:
Somewhere down the line we must
grow up emotionally.
A few days ago, I-saw whera
in many of our leading colleges
as of last year we are having ,
'panty raids'. What's behind all
of this but the fact that there are
among us those who have failed to
grow up, failed to mature emo-
tionally. Taey are looking for the
thrills of life that normal life
does not afford them. Somewhere
in the over all patttern of life
there must be a reawakening of
life that will make for all of us
vital living that will lead us to the
higher and nobler things of life.
MARKED DIFFERENCE
As I move about 1 have cer-
tain fears about this whole thing
called life. It would not be so
tragic if it were limited to the
ones of us who have failed to
be exposed to the higher things of
life but the marked difference
that was so evident 20 or 25 years
ago is gone now. This is not only
true intellectually but it has
moved out into every area of our
activity. No longer can you tell
the intellectuals from the non-in-
tellectuals, the morally good from
the morally bad, the Christians
from the sinners.
We have all lost our identity
and it would be hard to differen-
tiate one from the other. If our
world is every going to be the
type of world it should be there
must be a line of demarcation.
There should be something about
the educated man that would
make a marked difference in him
and the man who has been expos-
ed to the good that would make a
difference in him and the man
who has been denied this oppor-
tunity, and there should be some-
thing about the Christian man
that makes a difference between
be served along with Barbecue
or Fish on the Patio with Jack
enriched wheat flour and Jack
Sprats cream style meal. You
do feel wonderful when you use
the best of ingredients in the
bread of the day. —JACK
SPRATS.
2 BALLS for I book
only 1200 stamps to fill a Quality Stamp book
THESE TWELVE talented youngsters appeared on a recent Big
Star show over powerful 50,00e watt WDIA. Genial A. C. Williams
was master of ceremonies. Big Star Food Stores are happy to 'en-
courage talented boys and girls. Left to right first row: Ernestine
Crawford. Fannie Mae Pearson. Isaac Williams. Alma Jean Dri-
lenge which is before all of us
today is for us to be all that
our position in lite or training or
conviction should demand of us.
I know that sometime ago one
great thinker said int there is so
much bad in the best of us and
so much good in the worst of us
that it behooves none of us to
talk about the rest of us. But I
hare always interpreted that to
mean just this, assuming that it
is true we should try to so limit
those bad elements of our lives
that no one will ever detect them.
I think that that is the challenge
before all of us.
Yet, as I look about me I see
that there are so many of us try-
ing to be 'regular fellows' in all
areas of our activities that \us
lose faith with those things that
are most meaningful and we find
ourselves becoming fools. I hold
that this is not necessary. We
need not be fools for anyone. The
noblest thing a man can do is to
find those virtues in life that will
make him a respected citizenak
this world and come what Air
hold on to the end. In the final
analysis, the world is not waiting
for a 'regular fellow', it is wait-
ing for a man who has the an.
swer to all of the turmoil, strife
and embitterment through which
the average person goes on ills
sojourney down here.
ORIOLES DROP MARSH
BALTIMORE — (INS) The
Baltimore Orioles optioned veter-
an infielder Fred Marsh, who was
batting .130, to Vancoever of the
Pacific Coast league Monday and
re-signed Bobby Adams, who was




l-2 cup sifted Jack Sprat flour




cups Jack Sprat Corn Meal
1 egg, slightly beaten
1-4 cup soft shortening
Sift together Jack Sprat flour
baking powder, soda, salt and
sugar. Add Jack Sprat Corn
Meal and mix well. Combine
egg, buttermilk a n d melted
shortening. Add to dry ingredi-
ents and stir just enough to
moisten. Pour into buttered hot
corn stick pan. Bake in a very
hot oven 450 degrees F for 20-
25 minutes near middle of oven.
Makes about 12 sticks.
Please teach your sons as





MEXSANA Gives Fast, Longer lasting Relief
• From Heat Irritations .. A Family Favorite for:
• Prickly Heat. Heat Rash
•GirdleRash•Chate
•Baby's Diaper Rash
POWDER • Athlete's Foot Itch
Always keep It hanrID dy,
39c-79c-$1.19
ver, Barbara J. Tooles and Jeanette Sherrod. Second row left tcright: Julia Brolvn, Merrown Prewitt, Gloria Williams, Doris Buchanan and Arnetta Rainey. If you would like to appear on a future Big Star show, just contact station WD1A anytime and as)'for an audition try out. Out of town groups are especially invited.
9. ,




















FRAZIER HIGH SCHOOL —
"From This Day Forward",
was theme of the commence-
ment exercises of the Frazier
High school of Covington, Ten-
nessee when this class of 1956
received diplomas. Speakers
Included co-valedictorians Ger-
aldine Taylor and Eula Wake-
field and salutatorian Sybilla










Melvin Smith, president; Jes-




Eula Wakefield, Berry Wright,
John Dison, John W. Barnes,
Gibson Boyd, Walter Grant,
Nathaniel Hall, Troy Hayes,
Ernest Jones, Thomas Kyle,
James Lee. Aaron McDaniel,
LA55
Raymond Mitchell. Richard
Morrison, Bennie Payne, Wit.
liam Pryor, Robert Smith,
James Stevenson. Jolla Tay-
lor, Christopher Thome s.
Floyd Thompson, Robert
Weaver, John Wynn, Virginia
Armstrong, Mary C. Barlowe,
Annie Drain, Melvener Ed-
wards, Louise Johnson, Nato.
rifle Jones. Pearline Jones,
Shirley Kyle, Annie Matthews,
Claretba McCall, Lavern Mc-
Graw, Annie Faye Mitchell,
Mary Ross, Rosie Smith, Mau-
rice Swanson, Annie Tipton
and Rosie Webb. Prof. P. B.
Brown is principal of the Fra-
zier High school. (Mason Pho-
to)
Historians estimate that it was
about 50,000 years ago that man
first managed to lasso one of the
then common wild oxen and be-
gin the process of taming the cow.
That ancestor certainly did us a
good turn.
The wild oxen of yesteryear has
become the gentle, placid and well-
bred cow of today. Instead of pro-
ducing just enough milk to feed
her own offspring today she can
produce enough milk to feed at
least 15 people. Her milk is the
basis for a whole family of foods
including butter, ice cream, evap-
orated milk cheese and nonfat
dry milk. It is almost impossible
for the American homemaker to
prepare a meal without depend-
ing upon the cow.
The dairy industry which has
GRADE
CARS— TRUCKS
ALL MAKES -- MODELS
AS LOW AS $50 DOWN
KNIGHT MOTOR COMPANY
2854 Park Avenue
OPEN EVENINGS TIL 9 P.M.









LEO KAHN FURNITURE CO.
173 So. Main, Sat, June 9
TWO BIG APPEARANCES
9 to 9:30 a.m. 2:15 to 2:45 p.m.
FREE PHILCO RADIOS
Nothing To Buy, lust Co In To
Leo Kahn Furniture Co., and Register.





HAMILTON HIGH SCHOOL —
The Class of 1956 at Hamil-
ton High school struck this
formal pose a few days be-
fore the) were graduated from
the fast growing Memphis in-
stitution. This class walked off
with numerous outstanding
competitive awards and leaves
behind a history of which they
might be proud. Prof. Harry
T. ('ash is principal at Ham-
ilton. (Hooks Photo)
Hamilton Seniors Win Keegan 's Offers Crack
$36,375 In Study Aid TV, Radio Training
The Hamilton High sohool class
of 1956 received $36,375 in schol-
arship offers.
The winners:
Linda Ilaralson $1.500. AM and
N Arkansas State; $1.080 LeMoyne
college; $200 Zeta Phi Beta sorori-
ty: and $275 Spelman college.
Joyce Ann Tate $960 Philander,
Smith: Ronald Anderson. $600 Lcl
Moyne college; Amanda Doggett,
$200 LeMoyne college; Johnnie
Bell Harris, $125 Johnson C.
Smith; Minerva Johnican, $100
Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority, Fred-
Lillian Fields, Ella Mitchell, Alene
Moore, Foster Graham, Alice
Jackson, Ruby Webster, Barbara
Birden, Amanda Doggett. Ruby
Watkins, Lucille Norman, Loretta
Woods, Delois Jones, Gloria Is-
rael, and Bobbie Baines.
Ernestine Jones, $50 Gorine col-
lecg; Jean Mitchell, $50 Gonne
college, Lillian Fields. $50 Hen-
derson Business college; Barbara
Anderson, $100 Sigma Gamma
Rho Scholarship; and Larry
Woods. $1,500 AM & N Arkansas
State.
Keegan's School of Radio and,
Television, located at 546 Beale!
st., Memphis, Tenn., offers the
i only training in electronics in the .
Mid-South. The closest schools of-
fering similar training are located'
in Chicago.
The school offers thorough train- ,
I uable prior to induction in the
larined services where they might
; continue their training in a more
' highly specialized field.





rick Payne, $365 Tuskegee Insti- Lot h\ Ky. — (NP) —
' lute and $2,400 Tennessee State .
university; Thomas Kilpatrick,•
$3.620 University So. Illinois,
bu up arouilt nd the cow is today 1 one pint banana ice cream. Be Floyd M. 
Banks, $3.350 Xavier i
at i.21one of the largest industries in and top with gingerGar university: James Payton. $300




•Two Kentucky teachers' groups,
one predominantly white and the
other Negro. were "unified" last
week into the Kentucky Eduea rau-
America and, from the viewpoint with mint. ends Out
!important. Make it this way. Use a quart
of national health, one of the most How about a raspberry frosted' $3,200 South Carolina 
State: Gwin-
Dairy Month" because right about ice cream, add one cup raspber- land, $275 
Morehouse; $400 Hemp- I
Y. $200 Elks Oratori-
June is selected as "National of chocolate milk, pint of vanilla 
dell Bradle
cal Scholarship; Haywood Strick-
thi os time f year the dairy cow I
cause she can just wander out
into the green pastures and graze
to her heart's content. The result
is more milk.
DAIRY MONTH
We can celebrate "June is Dairy
Month" by .enjoying some de-
licious milk drinks. If you don't
believe these are taste treats just
try any one of them. Each of
these tempting refreshing drinks
is made with chocolate milk.
Chocolate milk makes a nutri-
tious and versatile base for tasty
warm-weather drinks..
Here are a few of the refresh-
ing combinations that taste good
and are thirst-quenching. Com-
bine one quart chocolate milk with
is at her best in production be-
ries, and beat until frothy. Fill
eight glasses three-quarters full,
top with gingerale. Garnish with
a few raspberries.
A rum chocolate milk marsh-
mallow drink is made by adding
12 cut marshmallows to one quart
chocolate milk. Heat until dissolv-
ed, then chill. Cut remaining
marshmallows in quarters. Add
one tablespoon water and cook
over low heat until dissolved. Cool
slightly. Beat one egg white until
stiff but not dry. Add marshmal-
low water mixture and beat until
it stands in peaks. Add one and
one-half teaspoons rum extract to
chocolate milk mixture. Pour into
glasses and top with egg white.
Add chocolate shot.
Or mash two medium sized ba-
ton Institute; James Galley, $200
Morehouse; Thomas McCraven,
$365 Tuskegee and $2,400 Tennes-
see State university.
Jewel Carr. $365 Tuskegee;
' James Wilder, Kentucky State;
Benjamin Jones, Knoxville col-
lege; Charlie Walker, $3,400 Tus-
kegee. Willie Williams, $3,400 Tus-
kegte; Lester Mitchell, $2.100 Tus-
nessee State; Walter Nichols, -150
I Philander Smith; George Beaure-
, gard, $150 Philander Smith.
The following received $50 schol-
arships to Allura's School of Beau-
ty Culture: Johnnie Bell Harris,
nanas and add one quart choco-
late milk with "A teaspoon nut-
meg. Mix well. Pour into glasses
and top with whipped cream.
58 MOTON HIGH Graduates
received diplomas as members
of the outstanding class of
1956. The senior class of the
Marianna, Ark., school w a s
sponsored by Prof. C. J. Jor-
dan, m at h instructor. J o e
Thomas was president of the
graduating class and James
Montague, jr., was vice presi-
dent. Mrs. Anna M. P. Strong
is principal of the Marianna
high school. (Mason Photo)
omilton
rads
Two panel discussions were
features of the graduation exer-
cises for the 97 members of the
Hamilton High school class of
1956.
"The Challenges to Us, the Class
of 1956," with Miss Armanda Dog-
gett as chairman, and "Our De-
linquent Teenagers," with James
Galley, jr., as chairman, were
panel topics. The first was part
of the vesper service, the latter
a feature of the commencement
Monday night.
Miss Joyce Ann Tate was class
valedictorian and Miss Linda Har-
alson, salutatorian.
Graduation candidates!
Fredericka Allen, Barbara An-
derson, Catherine Armstrong,
Etta J. Atkins, Bobbie Baines,
Barbara Birden, Christean Boy-
kin, Dorothy Bush, Ella Mae
Cleamons, Maxine Coleman, Etta
M. Cook, Mittye Cowan, Theresa
Cox, Elizabeth Crawford, Marie
Davis, Amanda Doggett, Lillian
Fields, La Verti Fisher, Sylvia
Grady, Foster J. Graham, Char-
line Greene, Ethelene Guy, Linda
Haralson, Johnnie B. Harris,
Gloria Israel, Alice M. Jackson,
Minerva Johnican, Claudette
Jones, Delores Jones, Earnestine
Marriweather, Ruby Mister, Ella
M. Mitchell, Ellen Mitchell, Jean
D. Mitchell, Alene Moore and
Martha Newson.
Ldcille Norman, Leath& Owens,
Attie Vera Patterson, Jessie M.
Hankins, Dorothy Richardson,
Earnestine Scott, Lillian Short,
Bessie Talbert, Jayee Ann Tate,
Mamie Taylor, Ruby Mae Wat-
kins, Ruby Mae Webter, Jean Ev-
elyn White, Jeanette Wilkins, Shir-
ley Williams, Bobbiette Winfield
and Loretta Woods.
Ronald J. Anderson, Floyd M.
Banks, George Beauregard, Simon
Bennett, Theodore Blakney, jr.,
Charles Bolden, Jewel C a r r,
Charles Carroll, Waddell Cum-
These young men are preparing at Keegan's School for a future in electronics. Whether
you go to college or not you can do the same. If you take a course in electronics this
Summer your chances of self-support in college will be better. If you have to go into the
armed services, you will advance more rapidl y with training received now in electronics.
KEEGAN'S SCHOOL OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
546 Beale Street
Offers complete and thorough courses in electronics. You, too, can learn profitable tech-
nical and plectronics trade. High school graduates should call at once for information on
day or night courses.
Phone: Pk. 5-1194
ing under aqualified instructors.
Many of its serious students and
graduates are gainfully employed.
Some are in bPsiness for them-
selves.
High school graduates who are
not attending college would find
this technical training very vat-
lion Association.
The merger of the organizations
was approved by the board of di-
rectors of the KEA Friday and by
the all-Negro Kentucky Teachers
Association Saturday.
The boards have been empow-
ered by their organizations to ac-
cept any unification plan they
thought workable.
mings, 011ie Davis, jr., James
Galley. jr., Frank Gaithers, jr..
Earl Hightower, Irvin Hightower,
Charles Hobson, Robert E. Isa-
bel, Thomas Jackson, flux Jack-
son, Benjamin Jones, Thomas Kil-
patrick, James H. Lewis, Frank'
Martin, Thomas McCraven, Les-;
ter Mitchell, Marion Murrell, Wal-I
ter Nichols, Frederick Payne and
James B. Payton,
James Otis Pope, Rudolph L.
Reed, David Sanders, Haywood
Strickland, Ned Lafayette Towns,
Wade, Charles Walker, Jesse Wal-
James Vanns, jr., Hugh Mette
Wade, Charles Walker, Jesse Wal-
ker, James IL Webb. James B.
Wilder, Willie Williams, Harold









Robeson, famops concert artist, is
scheduled to 'appear before the
!louse Un-American Activities
Committee on June 12 to discuss
his passport troubles.
Robeson's passport was recall-
ed by the Department of State
several years ago on the grounds
that he "did not serve in the bast
interest of the U. S." when ap-
pearing in foreign countries.
The House Committee is Row
investigating the passport laws to
determine whether they a IR a d
strengthening or whether Ameri-
can passports have been misused.
To GOP Convention
Chicago Atty. Euclid Taylor,
who is being boomed as a can-
didate for a Superior court judge.
ship, was selected as one of 10





ALL MAKES IN STOCK





















80 OR 100 PROU1
DISTILLER /NON telirsill MURAL SHIMS

















Thom is • teasen why people
like ta Is business with vs. It
is our prompt, friendly service,
courto•us treatment and desire
to help you.
Open Thursday Nighh
Until 8 P. M.





Herne Owned . Homo Operated
MELROSE HIGH SCHOOL'S
150 graduates received their
diplomas last Thursday night
in the school auditorium where
this group of the grads pos-
ed for this photo. Supt. Ernest
LINCOLN HIGH SCHOOL in
Forrest City, Ark.. ha.: this
fine group of young people in
its Class of 1956. The class of
around 60 graduates had Mrs.
E. G. Cobb as class sponsor.
Prof. C. G. Cobb is principal
of the forward looking Arkan-
sas school. Most of the gradu-
ates will continue their educa-
tion in colleges in Arkansas
and throughout the nation.
(Mason Photo)
The U. S. wheat crop has
aged 1.075 million bushels a
the past Ilse yvars.











Also evadable SOTTLED IN IOND 100 PROOF
_ Louis Gets Dime
By ALICE A, DUNNIGAN
im pas in me for the night's
ssork... Joe Louis asked the local
promuier who harmed him a dime
alter a recent wrestling match in
Columbu, Ohio.
This was inconceivable for a
world sport's idol who in his time
grossed nearly a million dollars
ior one night's work.
It all happened like this, — or
so the story goes. .1 o e Louis,
once the best . xixer in the ssorld,
had just won his 15th straight
resaing match in v olumOus.
When ,le returned to his dress-
ing room inere were to •
%sailing to collect the $400 purse
%Web he had pisi nes
presented papers to prose that
, this iiiii stook! be ueosiebil trolls
the S1.210,789 income tax uent
which Louis is supposed io
Ihe Gus minim.
As Louis sins% iv oe...:an to OM 10,1
his pants, a dime 'ell troth nis
pocket. The promoter ,
and handed it to the wrestler.
There was no smile • • cs.
, brown-bomber's lace as
vacantly at the coin and asked
n this was pay tor his niii
5' or
That was quite a contrast from
the tamous Louis-Conn
194i; "sawn gr..ssed a gale r,,ecipi
oj s1,800.000, i large pereenine
.01 which went to the Bomber.
Joe made millions beisacen 19:;7
.4 101 1949, when he was !leas _
ss eight 'boxing champion ol the
world, thousand), of which tic uo
.nated to the United States govern-
ment.
When the Toii,n assailed to strip
him clean of every cent earned in
the Columbus match, Louis is said
to have mumbled: -
'This kinda thing gonna follow
me all around?"
Velj d won't follow him if
Congressman Alfred D. Sieminski
has his way. This New Jersey
Henn- -entative has introduced a
bill to relieve Louis of all ••0111 -
standing liability to the United
.1"
C. Ball presented the diplo-
mas. Prof. Floyd M. Camp-
bell is Melrose High principal.
(Withers Photo)
Florida Town
150 Melrose Graduates Proposes New
Given Their Diplomas Race Barriers
DELRA) BEACH. Fla — (INS)
Diplomas were awarded to 150• Harris.
Melrose High school graduates last Ida Mae Harris, Mary Geneva
Thursday night in the school gym- Harris,Letherine Hill, Barbara
nasium by Ernest C. Ball, super-Jean Isom, Earnestine Isom, Zell-
intendent of city schools. ner Marie Ivy, Ernestine Jack:
ieRev R. W. Norsworthy led the son, Sylvia JeanJohnson, Magg
invocation: Rev. R. B. Browning, Marie Jones, Mary Helen Jones,
Ruth Jones, Rose Marie Keel, Co-the benediction.
were: 
Zett eKent, Betty • ht,Candidates for the diplomas'
Marilyn Teresa Lindsey. Fredia steps" incident to redifining the school principal, very eloquently
. Mar- municipalboundaries,. challenged the Wildcats to returnMALE GRADUATES 
Marlene Manry, Bobbie Jean  
shall, Ellie Ree Mayes, Mary The commission said in the the Purple and White to its onesDavid L. Acey, Melvin Ander- Frances !stcCovs.an, Alice Yvonne resolution that it was taking the 
ley, Walter Layne Burns, Charles
son, Jacob Barnett, Henry Brad- 3MaenVi ea y, RuthBarba  i irtac hell!
anArleNnIietchPealtl: 
action -in order to preserve the
: health, safety and general wet- 
lofty heights in the Southwesters
Athletic conference.
Butler, Freddie M. Carter, Henry ten, Erma Jean Pleas, Delores La-• fare of the community."Cooper, Charles Edward Cox, Eli- velle Pleas, Eva Izola Qualls•I The resort town, located about
Crvin, Walter Gaines, Donald Lou- I
!Rosa Marie Riley and Mary Louisel
a group of Negroes went into
gene Cox, Laverne Dickerson, An. 
55 miles north of Miami. has beendrew Willieford Earthman, Eugene seething with racial tension since
, :
Newt Green, Alfred O'Neil Gross, ' 
Rhodes.
s-ion to the city-owned beach and
is Gandy, Tanner Marvin George: 
--r.' court in an effort to gain admis-
William Lawrence Harden, Wins- 
Vivian Hewlett, Ernestine Elaine
swimming pool.ton Lee Harman, William Louis netta
Rucker. Ruthie Lee Sawyer, A
Holman, Clarence Wenell Holmes, 
,deya,lia Scales, Frances Settles, Bea-
James Holmes, Moses Jerome 
:rice Delores Shaw, Nellie Cor-
Jeannie Taylor, Jimmie Mae
Sherill Minnie Paige Stor-




NEW YORK — Four Haitian
Journalists have been arrested ne
driven out of Haiti during the
country's revolt against President
Three were among at least 31
persons reported arrested in Port-
Paul Magloire.
au-Prince last week in connection
with recent disturbances there.
They were Gerard Jolibois of IA
Matin, Franck Serapbin of Inds
pendence, and Albert Cocenad of
. Haiti's Labor Part's'
HaitiThe Hf 
fourth
President Gerard Bonaparte. for-
mer editor of Le Peuple (The Peo-
ple), was exiled to Mexico almost
two months ago, after taking Is-
sue with President Magloire osee
the cause of student uprislsgs
there.
In writing against the govern-
ment, Bonaparte declared that stu-
dent strikes were held in pr
against the "unconstitutional'
tension of Magloire's presidential
term.NIaloire recently blamed trio,
strikes on "the usual politicians
who hide in the shadows "
Nfagloire's regular six-year tern
I was to have ended May 15. 1957,
'but the country's legislators ex•
tended his reign for one year he
writing an amendment to the
Constitution.
Modified martial law has tee,.
declared in three Haiti cities he
cause of the riots. Last week. the
situation in Haiti appeared much
improved — until the arrests of the
35 persons in Port-au-Prince.
Information privately transmit.
ted to Miami had indicated the
government was seeking by Torture
to compel one of the three liens-
papermen captured to admit corn-
plicity in a general strike.
The Inter-American Press.
sociation established from a
'her of its board, Max Chauve- of
Le Neuvelliate, that the newsmen
had been arrested for political agi
tation and an attempt to overthrow
the government of President Ma-
gloire."
—The swank little resort town of
Delray Beach took the first step
today toward severing its Negro
section from the rest of the city.
The - city commission, meeting
in emergency session, directed
City Attorney John H. Adams and
Special Counsel John Moore "to
take all necessary and required
The Negroes dropped their suit
when a member of the city corn -
Holmes. James Edward Holt, Johnl mission testified in Federal court
Jr.,
dred Taylor, Beatrice Temple. that there was no law barringHenry Hope, John S. Humphrey • !Jackie Mae Thompson, Edwine
Negroes.Joseph Calvin Isabel and Roy Tolliver. Osa Lee Wallace, Rose 
M. Jackson. Marie Ward, Elizabeth Watkins,
! Charles Henry Johnson, Odie Jeanette Marie Watkins. Cornelia 
To R .' Keel, Jr., William Terrell King. viola Whitfield and Stella Mae
Richard Lane, Joseph Lee, jr. Wil-, wright.
I lie Lee, Otis Love. Frank Henry'  I MARSHALL  , Texas  — Members
, Lyles, Nathaniel Matthews, Ell -
111 
1
gene Matthews, Herman cCleL 
• I of the 1955-56 Wiley College ath-
Ian. James McDonald, William ntegration_ tette teams were feted here re-cently at the Annual Wildcat Din-Ralph Nelson. Herman J., Owens,
P. T. Young. star end on the 
,
Parks. John Edward Patton, Lau-
rence Oliver Pernell, James Knox
pi
Richmond and Willie SealeY.
John Smith, Marvin R. Smith 'Fo Night s wk n h-o..ert Weeden. Edward Wirt...William Lewis Stewart. jr., Frankr or IHenry Tatum, Willie Floyd Toles, n Arkansas
Tommie L. Woods, Ernest Lee
Yancey, Thomas Eugene Yar-
brough and Eugene Cattrell Yar-
brough.
WOMEN GRADUATES
Verneda A Gdams, ssendolyn Al
belt Bass. Barbara Jean Roggen.
Lois Brooks. Frankie Mae Brown
lee. Zell Buford, Fannie Carpenter
.loc Avalon Carter, Carolyn Lou-
is Casey. Annie D. Cobb, Sophia :
Ruby Lee Cohn, Lula
Mae Cox. Annie Belle Crawford,!
,-;stclla Curses. Dora Dean, Bet-
is- Dickerson. Areler Dillard. Helen
Ruth Douglas. .1Ivest Marie Ed.
Kathcryn Elmore, Lena ()e-
tas y 10ell! Shirley Foster, Mar
garct nelores Flynn. Susie Etia
Fugh. Annie Belle German. Gay
Lois u;ii'is, Roberta Graves. Fred-
die Mae Green. Barbara Jean Grif-
fin, Sarah Jane Hamm. Lillian
Florrnee Harden. and Barbara
States for taxes payable to the
United States . . from January
1, 1939, to December 31, 1954:!
Sieminski said he intended to
!ind a way to help Joe Louis,
either by legislation. by Presi-
dential appeal, or by decision with-
in the Treasury Department.
"In some respects, the Govern-
ment put Joe in his present pos..
lion,' continued the Congresslii,- I
the Government was
enough to use him, should be
,:nod enough to help him. Tins
American people want to Sec 111111




55 AsIIING•toN INS i — The
Comnierce Department
yesterday. that personal income in
April was at an annual rate of
317 billion dollars. two billions
higher than in ',arch.
Thc Increase from March to
April was approximately the same
as that from February to March
Congratulations
Class of '56






FORT SMITH, Ark. — (ANP—
A plan by which racial integration
in schools here would begin in
the first grade — and spread up-
ward progressively — has been
recommended to the Fort Smith '
school board by its legal advisers.
Attys. Owen C. Pearce and
Bruce Shaw suggested that when
integration starts, children be ad-
mitted to the first grade without
regard to race or color.
The following year. new pupils
in the first grade would be in-
tegrated and the program begun
the year before would be contin-
ued in the second grade.
The term beginning in Septem-
ber. 1957. was suggested as a
starting time.
I Fort Smith school hoard MD-
cials took the report under advi..se,
ment and said it would hold a pub-




THE HOUSE OF SQUARE DEALINGS"
Phone 4-1978 2461 Cheslea Ave.
Memphis. Tennessee








1926-29, was the principal speak-














Savagery of The Terror That
Stopped The Westward




KENT SMITH LINDA CRISTAL
Cornino Wed, 4 Thom!
The Scarlet Hour
with
Carol OHM/PT r*Ili TR l'ONI
and featuring NAT 'KING" COLE
"COMANCHE" TORTURE
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Our Opinions
Passive Resistance Spreading?
At Tallahassee, students of Florida A.
and M. College, started a boycott of the
city bus lines in protest over the treatment
of two of their colleagues. They had been
ejected from the bus when they refused to
move back into the Jim Crow section and
asked for their money back.
• 
A fiery cross was burned that night
talt the lawn of the rooming house where
one of the students lived. In Orangeburg.
g. C. an orderly student sit down strike
against harsh impositions of the board of
trustees and a proposal to investigate the
campus for alleged NAACP participation
Is still in progress.
Two weeks a g o, a South Carolina
school teacher was summarily fired from
her post when she signed her name to a
petition for integrated schools. Elsewhere
In Alabama, Louisiana, Georgia. and even
Mississippi! incidents are taking place
daily which indicate that the passive re-
sistance movement sparked in Montgomery,
Alabama is catching on and spreading.
Everywhere on the face of the globe
lite fires of freedom are breaking out and
the Colonial powers are being hard pressed
for money and arms and men to put down
the rebellions. As a matter of fact, there
Is reluctance on the part of many of the
• 
troops they are sending in to carry out
their assignment of butchering helpless
People.













Utile Wags do mean a lot, Been
b matters of ties Mathias, they
leen largely.
Tint may be what some leaders
lemon when they say solution of
OW race problem in America
and elsewhere * tho world is an
tadividual matter. A matter of
oath bedividusl, however large or
little, giving some working atten-
tion to those little individual, per-
sonal matters which go so far to-
ward making up the larger pie-
of race one forms.
For instance, each individual
sae practice those little courtesies
which cost nothing and take so
fettle time. It may sound corny to
say it, but a whole lot of racial
misunderstanding could be avoid-
ed by practicing the simple cour-
tesy of waiting for one's turn to
express an opinion.
Re. Abby folk clutter up a sit-
uation by speaking out of turn.
what they have to say may be
right. But a whole lot of trouble
Is started by saying the right thing
at the wrong place and time. Tim-
ing and placing are mighty im-
portant in individual relationships.
And they're equally, or more im-
portant in matters of relations be-
tween the races.
To bring the matter all the way
down front, consider how embar-
rassing it is to have to listen to
some loud-mouth, white or color-
ed. . launch into a spouting-off
session about some delicate per-
penal or racial matter, . .while
seated oat a bus, or in some Other
public place. Such a bloke never
takes a hint from other people's
embarrassed looks and evident
efforts to ignore what is being
said, Such a person seems to take
these symptoms as encouraging
signs to keep spouting off.
And all he accomplishes is to
confirm somebody's • impression
that all other folk of his race are
just like him. .and should be
despised and isolated. All the while
the loud-mouth could be stating
dime truth or relating some sc-
hist experience. But, he was tak-
ing all the power out of his facts
with the wrong selection of time,
place or audience.
And speaking of little things in
rate relations, have you ever tried
to outline your feelings when you
stood behind some "fumbler" at
a store counter or on a public
conveyance. We mean the kind
e( person who shops in some
crowded, busy place. . .and stands
idly while the clerk is totaling up
the amount owed. Then, when
the amount is stated the "fum-
bler" fumbles around with a Suit-
case like bag. . .finally gets it
open. . .then starts on an explora-
tory trip through its contents that
would make Columbus look like
a piker. Ever been behind such
a person? Ever been behind a col-
ored one? Or a white one?
Well, whatever the race, differ-
ence of breed only makes the mat-
ter worse. It seems that all the
differences of such a person stand
out in particularly sharp relief.
And if there are any likenesses
which might pass muster, one
wonders how he got them.
On the other hand, tow one
United States has the greatest opportunityin history to seize the psychological advan-tage over Communism. Without waitingfor Congress which still insists on playing
political football with civil rights, Presi-dent Eisenhower could this afternoon
through the broad powers of his executive
authority charge the Justice Departmentto move forthwith to protect every citizenwho seeks to register and vote.
lie could order the FBI to more im-
mediately into Mississippi and apprehendthe murderers of Rev. George Lee, LaMarrSmit, and the attackers of Gus Courts,and he could elevate the civil rights sec-tion of the Justice Department to a full
division with an Assistant Attorney Gene-
ral in charge whose responsibility would
rh uTERARy ALcovE
be to keep a close watch on what is happen-ing in the South and elsewhere in thecountry on violations of civil rights andmove swiftly to prosecute violators.
Of course, there would be howls ofoutrage from the South. Jimmy Byrneswould call for curbing Presidential powerItist we become a police state and somebodyin Virginia would propose interposition ofstates rights over the Federal Constitution,but the Kremlin's propaganda machinewould be virtually annihilated and world
tension would be considerably ease d.Besides it would be cheaper than spendingmillions on propaganda which our friendsacross the sea don't believe anyhow.
glow, with pride end relief when
a Negro in particular, seems to
know what he or she is doing in
public . . _whether serving or be-
ing served. When a Negro is tra•
yoke/ in strange surroundings
and acts intelligent . . . knows
what questions to ask and when
. . . he leaves a faint suggestion
that here may be a person who,
by such little things, evidences
readiness for first-class citizen-
ship.
Ever thought how such a sup-
posedly little thing as "being on
time" can have a mighty powerful
bearing on race relations. There's
more fact than fun in the widely
used expression "C. P. T .Col-
ored People's Time-. It's a badge
of segregation and inferiority. Th,
nation has come to expect Ne-
groes to be tardy. People are
surprised to see a punctual Ne-
gro. They are shocked when a
program presented by Negroes
starts on time.
Some Negroes have a particu-
larly hard time breaking through
the cake of custom and getting
themselves to observe the simple
rule of living railed "punctuali-
ty". The hardest job in any giv-
en day for too many Negroes. . .
like the writer, for instance. . .is
that of starting on time . . . and
being there on time, We've got a
habit of being late. And for an
oldster, and for too many young
folk, breaking that habit of Pro-
crastination is harder than being
converted to Christianity.
Yet, these, and a dozen other
"little things" add up to a power-
ful backlog( of factors affecting
race relations. After all, what
the other fellow thinks about the
person of different hue and back-
ground just about sums up %%hat
hetakes as his position on matters
of race as they touch other . . .
not of his own.
Just thought such a thought . .
given even such expression as this
. . . might make somebody take
a cue and pass the word on to





Don't Forget The Church When
You Speak Of 'Integration, 1956'
WHEN YOU SPEAK OF "IN-
TEGRATION. 1956," don't forget
the CHURCH, nationally, because
it has been in the forefront of
those forces — social, political,
fraternal and economic — which,
both preach and Practice the con-
cept that there is no Jim Crow
in the Brotherhood of Man and
the Fatherhood of God.
A cursory glance at the various
religious denominations and rever-
ed Houses of Worship throughout
the country, would convince the
most skeptical that the Forces of
the Righteous are on the march,
and will triumph in the end, be-
cause the Church is the balance-
wheel of civilization, and its Lay
leaders, the ranking officials—in
every human endeavor — of city,
county, state and Nation.
Pioneers in the teaching of uni-
versal brotherhood have been the
Lutherans, Seventh Day Advent-
ists, the Bahai's, with head-
quarters in Wilmette, Ill., t h e
Presbyterians and the Methodists.
For example, in Montgomery.
• — of all .places — the White
minister of the all-Negro congre-
gation at Trinity Lutheran church,
is the Rev. Robert S. Graetz.
In Chicago, at the all-white con-
gregation of the 6th Presbyterian
church in Woodlawn, a noted
Negro minister, Dr. A. L. Rey-
nolds, was called to the pastorate.
In Minneapolis, at the recent
Methodist General conference, a
resolution was passed to abolish
the all-Negro central jurisdiction.
And, Ernest Wilkins. noted law-
yer of Chicago and United States
Assistant Secretary of Labor, is
the first Negro president of the Ju-
dicial Council, 'Supreme Court' of
the National Methodist church.
And, don't forget Missouri. Fort-
night ago, in Clayton, near St
Louis. 300 delegate. repre-enting
100,000 Lutherans o . Win
oasis and Missouri, at theit 37th
annual conclave, adopted a resolu-
tion BANNING all SEGREGA-
TION in whatever form, or place.
In Chicago, noted Temples of
Faith where all races worship in
harmony and real brotherhood,
are the First Baptist church of
Chicago. 935 E. 50th st.: Salem
Lutheran, at 74th and Calumet;
St. James, Methodist. at 46th and
Ellis: Shiloh 7th-Day Adventist,
70th and S. Michigan, and many
others.
For years, Maywood. Ill., —
trotting horse-racing center of ths
West had two Episcopal church-
es — one white, the other, Negro.
Recently, by special vote of the
'white' congregation, the Negro
communicants were invited to
join with them — and the TWO
CHURCHES MERGED.
In Chicago, last week. St. Thom-
as Episcopal church, founded in
1878 — just seven years after the
Great Fire of '71 — made history
when the all-Negro congregation,
by unanimous vote, elected a
WHITE PRIEST to be their Rec-
tor.
He is the Rev. Harry A. Stirl-
ing, famed Follower of the Faith,
who was born in England and now
becomes the first WHITE Rector
of an all-Negro parish, anywhere
in Americi .
Proclaiming Father Stirling's
election, George Seth Harris, rank-
ing Episcopal Layman and Senior
Warden of St. Thomas, sent the
letter of Verification to the Rt.
Rev. Gerald Francis Burrill, Bish-
op of the diocese of Chicago, which
made official the historic action
taken by St. Thomas. church.
So, when you speak of "Inte-
gration, 1956," don't forget the
CHURCH. When others rant and
rave, remember the wisdom of
Philosopher Lavington, who said:
-Let the chain of Second causes
be ever so long — hut the First
Link is ALWAYS in God's Hand.-
The value of homing to the
man who knows. All knowledge is
experience (actual and acquired.)
The brevity of an individual's
life plus the imperfections in one's
living make it impossible for him
to get all of the knowledge that
is necessary for his well being
through actual experiences, there-
fore, every individual must de-
pend iargely upon the knowledge
gained through the experiences of
others or acquired experiences.
Three is another important con-
sideration in the importance of lis-
tening to the man who knows:
(I) the effects that what we be-
lieve has upon us and (2) the ef-
fects of in whom we believe has
upon us,
WHAT ONE BELIEVES
What one believes acts h i m
apart, makes him different, there-
fore, separates him from another.
In whom one believes unites
with others in a common brand
of interest and affection.
What one believes maintains
one's identity. In whom one be-
lieves causes one to lose his iden-
tity in the personality where such
belief is placed.
Some individuality is necessary
for the sake of identity. Too much
individuality not only points o n e
out to his lost, but it circum-
scribes him. This circumscription
causes a limitation of knowledge
which effects the total worth of
NOTE: This is the first of a
series of weekly Literary World
presentations including reviews of
new hooks by great contemporary
authors by Dr. James Alpheus
Butler. Head of the Division of
English and Literary Philosophies,
Mississippi Industrial College, Hol-
ly Springs. Miss.
Dr. Butler is published in more
than 40 Anthologies of 20th Cen-
tury Literature and is a member
of the Alumni Federation of Col-
umbia university, New York City.
He has received many national
Awards for Inspirational-Philoso-
phical Creative Writing including
an Award from the New York
World's Fair Anthology Contest of
1939 in which more than 14,000
American Authors participated
and the academic degree. of Doc-
tor of Education and Doctor of
Philosophy. Dr. Butler is an Hon-
orary Member of the National As-
sociation of Authors and Journal-
ists, Executive Secretary of the
Art Craft Association and Educa-
tional Guidance Officer for the




Several leading publishers in
America have forwarded Books
for Review to the editor of "The
Literary Alcove." These volumes
an individual. To depend fu 11 y
upon one s actual experiences for
knowledge may cause him to be-
come indifferent to the experienc-
es of others, also can cause him
to become strayed.
SIGN OF FAMI
To become indifferent to the ex-
periences of others closes up the
greatest sources of knowledge.
Listening to the man who knows
is a sign of faith and of intelli-
gence, It gives capacity for knowl-
edgement also the ability to ob-
tain and retain knowledge in the
spirit of loyalty and meekness. It
saves a lot of miscues and head-
aches which come as a result of
using the trial in error method of
actual experiences.
It is as important to know how
to use knowledge as it is to have
it since no one individual has a
course on knowledge. Every man
Is dependent upon every other
man.
The only way to get for your-
self that which others have is for
you to listen to the man who
knows. "The man who knows is
the man who goes." The best way
to find out who knows is to for-
get that which you think you know
and become a learner, become
willing to change and you w ill
already be changed. By listening
to the man who knows is the best
way to find out how little you
really know
ages for many centuries. The for-
mat is luxurious an dthe drawings
are colorful. No Library of Litera-





From President lieorge V.
per of the Alumni Federation of
Columbia university I have receiv-
ed? letter welcoming me to Mem-
bership in the Alumni Federation
of Columbia university. President
Cooper inform; me that the Fed-
eration exists for one clear pur-
pose: to initiate and carry through
A practical, flexible and continu-
ing program designed to keep
pace with the expanding activ-
ities and influence of the Univer-
sity and all it, parts.
The editor of "The Literary Al-
cove" receives and reads the Col-
umbia Alumni News regularly and
has been honored by a mention
of his achievement in the fields
of the Fine Arts and Education
in a recent edition of the Alumni
News. While in residence in New
York's Columbia university ih e
Alcove Editor did advanced schol-
arly studies in the following areas
of higher learning: The Commun-
ity College and Philosophy and the
Contemporary Scene.
• • •
will be reviewed in forthcoming. ..nil To yi Ry
"Alcove" releases. We have re
ceived from Grosset & Dunlap, 
-' "
Mississippi Industrial college
publshers, New York. THE ILLUS. students recently presented "Path
TRATED TREASURYY OF CHIL- to Victory" by James Alpheus
DREN'S LITERATURE. Thia Butler based on the theme of the
Quest for the Garden of Paradisemagnificent volume is edited by 
"The Parliament of Birds" byinnnroinns nnnnnn YYYY FY -ma 
.n 
Geoffrey Chaucer. The PrologueMargaret Martignoni and has an
intrdoduction written by the edi• 
was entitled "The Two Gates."
Part One was entitled "Within a
tor.. Garden of Dreams" and Part Two
Illustrations are provided by A. was entitled "The City of Philo-
B. Frost, Walter Crane, Boris Artz- soph_.y. .Included in the presenta-
basheff, George Cruiks hank, Ran-
many other famous artists 
(ion were Spiritual Portrayals
from James Thomson, Percy Shel-
Perhaps the most interesting Lit- ley, William Wordsworth, John
erary Creations included are Keats and Samuel Coleridge.
ter de la Mare's 'Dream Song" . .
and selections from the liter.iry PATH TO THE DREAM WORLD
art productions by Oliver Wendell All "Literary Alcove" material
Holmes. The Brothers Grimm, is designed to indicate a path toHans Christian Anderson, J o h n
Greenleaf Whittier, Eugene Field, 
Pea e, Happiness, Contentment
Jonathan Swift, Alfred Lord Ten- and 
the Good Life of Fruition
nylon, Percy Bysshe Shelle y, 
for the Wish, the Desire, t h e
William Shakespeare. 
Dream.
Robert Louis Stevenson specifi•
Ralph Waldo Emerson, Keats and
catty indicates a Path to t h •
THE ILLUSTRATED TREAS-
URE OF CHILDREN'S LITERA- 
Dream World in his enchanting
lines entitled -The Celestial Sur-
TURE IS A COMPILATION of all geon.- All "Literary Alcove" ma-
the best Literature for Children feria) is designed to present the
(Fables, Folk Lore, Imaginative concept of the Great Philosophers
Sketches) that has entertained, that the City of Happiness is in






"A GLEAM IN HIS EYES? HE'S TOO OLD!
THAT'S THE SUN REFLECTING ON HIS BIFOCALS!"
Out Of Sight Out Of Mind
Simple Speaks His Mind Concerning
The Vogue For Cellophane Bandannas
"Something tells in. that Uncle
Tommy has come again," said
Simple- "but this time with a cel.
lophane bandanna on his head.
Since you can see his haircut
through it, some folks don't even
know he's got a bandanna on. But
Tom can't fool me, not as long
as I am colored."
"Whom are you talking about?"
I asked.
"Some of these highbrow edu-
cated political double-talkers of
the Negro race who are trying to
flimflam and bamboozle me into
voting for some of these lowbrow
white folks of both parties whose
pictures, I can just look at and
tell they are cracker-minded, no
good, and prejudiced from the
back of their tongues on down,
no matter what they say in their
speeches. They lie every time
they open their mouths."
"They're politicians, aren't
they?"
"Also white, and the truth ain't
in 'em." said Simple. "If I can
see they're fakes, I know Dr.
Butts can, and Prof. Golittle, At-
torney Jimjams, and Rev. J.
Coddington Simms, Ph.D. D. D,
X. Z from Yale, also Dr. Tom
Cat. Colored though they be,
they cannot fool me. How much
do you reckon a cellophane ban-
danna costs?"
"In terms of money, I don't
know." I said. "The men you
mention are all pretty well-off, so
the price wouldn't matter to them.
But it's their honor I worry
about."
"That they wear like a loose
garment," said Simple, -and I ex-
pect they keep two or three ex-
tra cellophane headrags in the
pockets of their cars, so when they
let the convertible down, their
hair won't blow in their eyes, also
so it won't fall in their plates
when they go to these interracial
dinners at the Waldorf."
"Few of our politicians wear
their hair that long." I said.
"I am not talking about the
moss on their heads," said Sim-
ple, "but the moss on their ideas.
Some of them Negro leaders are
living way back in the year B.
C."
"What do you mean, B.C." I
asked.
"Before Cadillacs," said Simple.
Also Before Coming."
"Before Coming?"
"Coming North," said Simple.
You can take some Negroes out
of the South, but you can't take
the South out of some Negroes.
A Southern speech in a Northern
accent is still a handkerchief-
headed speech to me — and a
bandanna is a bandanna even
when you can see through it. Back
in Booker T. Washington's days Ne-
groes did not have cellophane ban-
dannas. Then they were red with
white dots. And in Uncle Tom'a
day they was any old rag that a
Negro could get on his head. But
nowadays bandannas is pure clear
transparent so the bald head can
show through. If the head was
transparent, too, you could see
that they don't have no brains in-
side.
'Be careful, I said, "in speak-
ing of people of prominence. They
must have some brains to get
where they are."
"They got tough hides and whit-
leather souls," said Simple. "They
got selfish hearts and double-tan
ing mouths. They got money-mal
ing hands and grasping ring
They will deal with the e.
race with their right hand ai
the white race with their left, a
drop me in the middle. And seep
ever party wins, some of the
Negroes after election will se
appointed to a 00,000 a jeer
lice — and I will still be wer
at my same old job."
"As argumentative as you are.
I said, "and as full of real in
opinions as a glass of beer Mak
you, why don't you go into poL
tics yourself and quit belly-aehin,,
about your leaders?"
"Because I am not a Ptai
er," said Simple, "also I am h
headed. I could not stand
bandanna on my head, eellopha
or otherwise, because my bra'
would get overheated. My min
might explode. And if I did,
telling what I might say to Uses
white folks."
"White folks, white folks, whit ',
folks! Everything you talk about
is in terms of white folks," I said, -
"Don't you know this is a multi'fi
racial country, an interracial cow,
try made up of all kinds of pee
ple?"
"I am not talking about wha .
the USA is made up of," sale
Simple. "I am talking about wit,
runs this country. I am talkim
about who makes them cello
phane bandannas they sell —evei
give out free — to any joker who ,
can flimflam me. Negroes don'
own no factories to • make notb
ing, not even a cellophane ba
danna. Do they? Huh? Do they?'
DO P_E--ffa/nd DATA
World traveler and former U. S.
President Harry S. Truman kick-
ed up a cloud of military dust
last week in commenting on the
U. S. landings at Salerno, Italy, in
World War II. He was quoted as
saying that the project was the
brain-child of "some squirr e !-
headed general." When the dust
settled, however, Mr. Truman flat-
ly denied the statement attribut-
ed to him. 
Inmaking the denial to a group
of reporters, Mr. Truman was
quoted as adding one further com-
ment. "This is a hell of a world."
Our beloved Harry has never
made a more profound statement
nor one that contains more truth.
Even the Republicans would join
with Mr. Truman in this observa-
tion.
I suppose we all wonder some
time just what makes the world so
hellish. We know, of course, it is
the people in it. Man can get along
with the animal kingdom and the
inanimate world. He can make a
good friend out of a dog or a cat.
If he has sense enough to get
out of the rain. he may not have
too much to fear from mother
earth and the elements. It is only
when man meets man that the
hell begins.
The Catholic doctrine of original
sin embraces the view that when
man first Comes into this world
he is in immediate need of re-
demption before he can enter into
the kingdom of heaven. That is
why baptism is so important and
why it is supposd to be perforifi-
ed early. The little helpless infant
belongs first to the devil.
The doctrine of original sin has
been under attack by heathens
in all ages and we may hear some
now claim that the little infest
is neutral and innocent of sin.
Welt, all I have to say is that
vicul."—.1ems so be
,,ruunued in experience-0.aq fac-
tual knowledge of the essential na-
ture of the two-legged beast.
Suppose we take for granted
that man is, as he seems, evil.
What should we do about him?
In answering this question we en-
ter into the realm of human re-
lations. This, Incidentally, is per-
haps the most important problem
of our age, human relations, Well,
I have noted some suggestions
for the improvement of the human
race and race relations.
Just suppose that all the big
powers in the world today spent
the billions that they are now put-
ting into arms and armies for proj-
ects for better human relations.
Instead of war secretaries in the
various cabinets, we would have
peace secretaries and under them
would be millions of men trying
to figure out how men might get
along with one another instead of
getting rid of one another.
Instead of big armament factor-
ies we would build great human
relations research institutes. All
over the globe men would be
studying ways for people of dif-
ferent kinds and characters, of dif-
ferent tongues and colors and dif-
ferent creeds and races to drown
their differences in the interest of
human peace.
Imagb-e some big Pentagonlike
institute full of Russians, Poles,
Jews, Irish, Turks, Hottentots,
Mississippians, Indians, English.
Chinese and Arabs, all working
together on a formula for mutual
respect and understanding. Their
families, the children and o 1 d
folks, would be associating with
one another under the close scru
tiny of the social scientists, psy-
chiatrists and anthropologists
Each major power, of course.
would be competing with the oth•
er in trying to discover the most
effective peace formula.
This peace research would bring
• :
forth a new body of factual.
knowledge that could concievably -
put an end to all the lies we'
tell about one another. The ra• •
eial myths would disappear. Wi
would learn, perhaps, that no onu
race has a monopoly on any og
the virtues that we cherish in out
culture.
Perhaps mankind would linen,
come to consider people as indi•
vidual human beings instead of as
representatives of a particular ge.c
ographical sphere, or of a parti-
cular color, religion or languag
group. 1%'e would look at the h
man race in another dimensi.
the individual dim ?nsion.
If all this sounds a little silly.
I submit that it is no sillier
than the present contest betwe-
the big powers to produce a born
so powerful that all mankind IllaY,
be destroyed with one blast. Allk
this atomic and hydrogen bombi
business is calculated on the basis
/of the eventual need 'for man •
destroy himself. Yes, it's crazy .
and as Mr. Truman observed,.
"this is a hell of a world."
INSTITUTE OF NTH CENTURY
STUDIES
A Fine Program of Education
approved by the Ametican Asso-
ciation of Municipal Institutions at
Higher Learning is offered by the
Institute of 20th Century Studios.
This institution has forwarded sev-
eral books for review to "The
erary Alcove." The Program of
Courses in the Institute of 200t.
Century Studies emphasises coir.
es in the following areas of •
ing: Contemporary Literature,,
Folk Lore. Oriental LiteraLene
Chaucer. Seminar in Ptdlotiopily of
Education. Educational COIN*
mg and Guidance, Introduction 10
Philosophy, Philosophy in L114010
lure, introduction to Aestkelliegt




B. B. King To Headline Entertainers For Revue
WD1A Starlight Revue aS:
I artin Stadium. July t has Apr;
some ot rbe nation's top ems
'ertainers ‘n Rhythm and Blues
tad Gospei.
Headlining the popular segment
• .gill he the nation's number ono
Ilues singer, B. B. King and his,
lard hitting orchestra B. B. has
saly recently topped all the na-
singers in the blues field
:Ind is playing to sellout houses
411 over the country.
Another great group is Muddy:
Waters and his Combo. Muddy Lt
labelvl ea the man who brought'
the country hiuisa to own. For
tbe young in heart the Starlight
Revue presents the E; Dorados.
one of :he flashiest vocal groups
of our time.
WDIA's Teen Town Singers will
present their Jamboree of novel
song arrangements and form a
musical background for the beau-
tiful "Miss 1070" promenade of
beautiful young ladies in the final
Judging and presentation of the
19S6 WDIA radio queen.
GOSPEL ALL NIGHT SING
Th?. Soot Stirrers, Morgan Babb)
anl the Radio e plus the greatest
gospel talent in the mid-South will
be featured in Via "All Night Gos-
pel 'Sing" which will go on until
far into the night right out under
the stars at Martin Stadium on
July 3.
Tickets now on sale at Bunga-
low Sundry, Stroziers Drugs, Lov-
ing's Cleaners, Vic's Sundry, Al-
berta's Beauty Shop, Downing's
Grocery, Brown Derby, Paul's
Tailoring, Talk of Town Beauty
Shop, 4 Way Grill, Klondike Food
Center, and Gert's Barber Shop
and at WD1A studios. Get yours
now for the greatest outdoor sum-
mer spectacular that Memphis
has ever seen. See this newspa-






WASHINGTON — Atty. General
Herbert Brownell admitted Tues-
lay what Negro leaders have been
•oicing for almost 180 years—that
the American Negro protection
immediately to safeguard h i m
irom "sick-minded haters and op-
portunists."
Brownell, speaking at a Nation-
al Press club luncheon, urged
congressional action on the ad-
$5 Million •
For Schools
Approximately $5 million has
been estimated as the cost of
meeting the needs of Shelby
County Schools in the scholastic
ear of 1956-57 and 1957-58.
The estimate was given by Supt.
George Barnes, who outlined some
of the county's school building
needs last week, and estimate the
cost of some of the buildings in
the program. •
County bond issue totaling at
least $10 million are in prospect,
with the city school board slated
to receive at least half of the mon-
ey
Yr. Barnes indicated that two
more schools are needed at Fray-
el, two more at Whitehaven, and
one more east of Memphis in 1957.
Another need fore-seen in the
case of Mitchell Road school for
Negro children. Mr. Barnes thinks
that that school, not even built
yet, will have to have an addition
by 1958 because of population
growth in its district.
He said by the Fall of 1958 Ne-
gro pupils will require a new
building at Capleville for a new
high school, more classrooms at
Barrett, Chapel, and an addition
at Geeter, and a school in Raleigh-
64'
ministration's civil rights pro-
i gram, and declared that the
' United States must face up to
I the "ugly 
fact that irresponsible
action, left uneurbed, tends to
become a progressive, more vio-
lent chain reaction that tends to
I get out of bounds."
Conceding that emphasizing the
civil rights issue in a presidential
election year "would raise an
eyebrow or two about motives:'
Brownell said, however, that the
Negro must have immediate pro-
tection "from those who have so
long been exposed to the poison-
ous force of untruths."
( "Such persons," he said, "who
' would deny inalienable rights to
other citizens, have sick minds."
I Brownell said the American
I people milk "decide quite par-
ticularly and quite openly whether
to continue and encourage inhu-
manities and defiance of law." I
He said enactment of the ad-
ministration's civil rights pro-
gram would strengthergthe federal
government's hand in dealing








MONTGOMERY. Ala. — (INS)
— A federal court in Montgomery,i
home of the six-months-old bus
boycott, Tuesday struck down
Alabama's segregation laws in-
volving intrastate transportation.
The decision was handed down
by a three-judge federal court;
panel.
Judges Richard T. Rives and,
Frank M. Johnson held that the
state's segregation laws were un-
constitutional. The third judge,
Seaborn A. Lynn, submitted a dis-
senting openions.




First requirement when you
buy food and drink for your
family s quality quality you
frusit ... quality without
question. That's why yon—and
careful shoppers like yourself—
Invariably bring borne cartons
of CI:cis-Gals. For seventy
Tars, Coke has been quslity
tam& le des beverage Industry.
Is meths roux cc•nfidence. and
It.bAt af, your &only.
Take
MSS Min auraoam OP 11111 COCA-CO:A 11.0r111.0 COMP' NY ST
C,OCA.COLA ItOTTLINC; C.OMP ANY OF MEMPHIS, TENN.
Mole Is • umpismoed umimortli. •it/4. Olt COCA-COLA COMPANY
ANNUAL COCA - COLA PIC-
NIC—The Coca-Cola Bottling
Co. held a colorful picnic last
week for its male employees
and their wives at Culpepper's
Picnic grounds. More than
200 persons were present. Bar•
becue lamb, pork, potato sal-
ad, Boston baked beans, with
all the trimmings were serv•
GIVE AWAY $700—The Coca-
Cola company gave away S700
in cash prizes at the grand
annual picnic for employees
last week. Shown at left cen-
ter is B. Gassaway, general
manager of the firm and at
right is Raymond Thomas,
ed. Shown at left front is
Watt Henles, a machine op-
erator, who ha-,• been with the
Coca-Cola company here since
December 1921. At right is
Clifton Knox, who is in charge
of handling the syrup a n d
crowns at the, plant. Mr. Knox
has been with the firm since
January 2, 1921,
plant official. Miss Annie Mill-
er (right in dark glasses) who
has been with the company
since March. 1948 and is now
an inspector, assisted in pre-
senting the prizes to the em-
ployees.
decision apparently means that!
all state segregation laws apply-
ing to intrastate travel are uncon-
stitutional.
making the decision effective, 1
pending the appeal, because:
"Any other action would invitel
racial conflict in this state."
The court, in holding enforced
segregation violates the due pro-
cess and equal protection clauses
of the federal constitution, invited
Negroes who brought the action,
and the city, state and bus lines
to submit within two weeks "views
as to the form of judgment to be
entered, and whether such judg-
ment should be stayed pending
appeal."
The majority opinion said the
judges were in "complete agree-
ment" with the verdict of the
U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals,
which held that segregation on
buses in South Carolina was vio-
lative of Constitutional provisions,
BURT LANCASTER, Gina
Lollobrigida and Tony Curtis
starring in Hetch and Lancas-
ter's multi-million-dollar pro-
duction "Trapeze" in Cinema
Scope and in Color by Deluxe
for United Artists release
opened at the Capitol theatre
in New York City on June 4.
May K. Dammond Gets LA RITA'S QUEEN — Mrs. Ber-
tha Bell Sullivan, treasurer of the
La Rita Homemakers Social club.
United Artists Post 27 at Currie's Club Tropicanawas crowned Sunday evening May
%%here the club held its sixth an-
nual Evening of Charm. Guests
filled the club to capacity.
MAY K. DAMMOND
May Kinckle Dammond h a s
ben appointed as a special pub-
licity consultant for United Art-
ists, it was announced recently by
Roger H. Lewis, national direc-
MAI' K. DAMMOND
uate of Lane college having
C. C. Owen, president of the was held in s
om8 quarters to have, graduation, He cited many 
form-,ceived her degree in pharmacy
Alabama Public Service commis-, outlawed bus segregation. 
from the University of Illinois.
er Lanites who had made fine Bishop Porter, formerly of Jack-
contributions to society and placedsion, said the ruling would be But it v•fas only a gesture. City son now of Texas: Bishop J. Ar-
"immediately appealed." He said officials threa,ened arrest of any- a challenge before the 1956 grad-
the court would be urged to delay ; one violating the segregation laws! Uates to do likewise. 
Remarks Annie M. Miller from Kansa,
which the court struck down Ales-
day. And Negroes continued a boy-
cott against the busses which be-I
gan six months ago when Mrs.
Rosa Parks was arrested for re-
fusing to give her seat to white
passengers.
"The majority opinion," Owen
said. "seeks to overturn the sepa-
rate-but-equal doctrine — which.
has been followel since 1849." I
The Rev. Martin L. King,
acknowledged leader of the boy- i
cotting, said he did not know now,
the decision would affect the boy-
cott, adding:
"I will have to consult my law-
yers on what affect the decision
will have on the boycott."
Attorneys for the city and bus,
lines have two weeks in which to
file an appeal before the decision!
becomes effective.
The Montgomery bus lines had
ordered an end to segregation on
its buses when the Supreme Court
action in the South Carolina case
Attend 
eGREAT GOSPEL CONCERT
Sunday Night, June 10, 8 p.m.
MASON TEMPLE
Featuring the Wonderful Thunder Bolt of the West
BROTHER
JOE MAY
PLUS . . .
* The Southern Wonders
* Maceo Woods




ON SALE NOW AT W LO K
Listen to WLOK for other
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Since vacation time is finally
here, I wonder if everyone is
like I am, actually don't know
what to do with yourself.
It's wonderful to have a little
time off to relax though. For many
school teachers there will be lit-
tle relaxation for I find several
are already enroute to school and
others will follow in the very near
future.
Departing for Columbia univer-
sity in New York are Mrs. Alfreda
Martin, Mrs. Odessa Beck, Miss-
es Harris Houton, Claudine Bled-
soe, Jessie Lee Brook and Lur-
line Savage. Mrs. Clara Hesvio
heads for Atlanta university, Wit-,
ham (Duck )Green leaves for the
University of Michigan, Mrs. Ber-
nice Lucas for Purdue Univer-
sity and Mrs. M. M. Hughes for
Tennessee A & I State. There are
others I'm sure that I wasn't able
to get the names. To all of you,
success.
Commencement events closed on
the campus of Lane college on
May 8 with Dr. Rufus Clement,
president of Atlanta university de-
livering the commencement ad-
dress. Dr. Clement, a noted speak-
er throughout the U. S. centered
his address around this great big i
beautiful world. The address was
most timely for the many grad-
uates who received degrees in
various fields who will be found
in many parts of this wide world
making a life for themselves.
ALUMNI DAY CELEBRATED
Saturday before graduation was
the Annual Alumni Day. The pil-
grimage was made to the grave
of the Founder of Lane college,
Bishop Issac Lane. The wreath
was placed on the grave by Miss
Darlene L. Hutson, national pres-
ident of the alumni with S. H.
Bronaugh, business manager and
alumnus of Lane college giving
remarks.
At the business session which
took place at 6:30 p.m. officers
were re-elected to serve another
term. Mrs, Edna White is the
local president.
At 8 pm. the alumni banquet
honoring classes 1926, 31, 36, 41,
46, 51 and 56 was held in the Lane
college dining hall. Speaker for
the occasion was Donald Hollo-
well, attorney-at-law from Atlan-
ta, Ga. Atty. Hollowell is a gral-
uate with the class of 1946 and
has made great progress since his
were given by representatives of
each of the classes so honored
and the president of the college,
C. A. Kirkendoll. The 1656 class
was presented to the alumni by
Mrs. Clara Hewitt, senior advis-
or. They were received by the
national president and remarks
were given by the president of the
class, president of the student
council and the highest ranking
student in the class.
Lanites everywhere are invited
to join the 200 Member Club which
was launched at the Alumni busi-
ness meeting. The membership is
aimed at 200 loyal Lanites whol
will pay $1 for every year Lane
has been in existence. Next Year
will be the 75th anniversary year t
and pledges are expected to be in
by Founder's Day.
IN AND OUT OF TOWN
Leanda Meeks and son of New t
York City visiting relatives and
friends in Jackson. Mrs. Marie
Merriwether and Dr. Rose Free- I
man Duncan in town to witness the
graduation of Mrs. Mary Frances
Thomas who received the AB de-
City.
Visiting Mrs. Evelyn D. Steven-
Leola Glover, Mrs. Stevenson's
son are Mr. and Mrs. Taylor, nee c
sister from Philadelphia, Pa.
Guests of Dr. and Mrs. W. R. Bell
for a few days were Mr. and
Mrs. Homer Alexander of Chica-
go, 111.
Mrs. Marie Moore who resides
on Laconte se has returned from
a few days vacation at her for-
mer home, Birmingham, Ala. She
mentioned all friends had out the
welcome mat and she had a most
delightful time.
Mrs. Birdie Anderson on Hale
St. is home again after an ex-
ensive vacation in Detroit, Mich.
Miss June A. Spann who has
done quite well as an early en-
rant student at Fisk university
as a result of an examination,
spent a few days at home with
her grandmother, Mrs. Emma
Spann on Hale St. before depart-
ing for Detroit, Mich, to spend
the summer.
re-
tur of advertimg, publicity and
exploitation.
Mrs. Dammond will begin her
assignment with two new UA re-
leases, Robert Ro n' "Alexan-
- der the Great," starring Richard
I Burton, Fredric March, Claire
Bloom and Danielle Darrieux, and
"Trapeze," the Hecht and Lan-
caster circus spectacle, starring
Burt Lancaster, Tony Curtis and
Gina Lollobrigida.
Mrs. Dammond also will serve
as a liason contact with the Ne-
gro press.
Before joining United Artists,
Mrs. Dammond was director of
publicity and promotion for the
YWCA of New York and tele-
vision and radio editor of Junior :
Scholastic Magazine, She also has
been associated in various writing
capacities with the Pfaff Sewing
Machine Company. the Conde Nast
company and Burlington Mills
Corp.
She is a graduate of Talladega
college and the New York School
of Social Work. In private life she
is the wife of Howard Dammond.
a research physicist and project
director in the School of Engineer-
ing, New York university,
The Dammonds live in Great
Neck, L. I., and have a 14-year-
old son Howard Kinckle Dam-
mond.









Both Speeds, 45 and 78
Open Each Day 10 a.m. To 9 p.m.
50 South Main Street





I WASHINGTON — ( INS) — A
new target date of July 10 for
adjournment of the House has
been set by the Democratic and
Republican leadership.
Rep. Joseph W. Martin (R)
Mass., the minority leader, dis-
closed after the weekly GOP leg-
islative conference at the White
House that Speaker Sam Rayburn
(D) Tex., had fixed the new date.
Martin said he promised Ray-
burn that the Republicans will try
to step up their legislative sched-
ule to permit adjournment by that
date.
"Pet Milk Baby of the Week"
Just one of the millions of happy, healthy
babies raised on Pet Evaporated Milk.
HENRIETTA PICKENS — 10 Months Old
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Pickens,
1508 Ellison Street
Little Ilenerietta receives the official "Pet Milk Baby
of the Week" Certificates — her proud parents will re.
ceive $10 worth of groceries from their favorite grocer.
More of America's happy, heahby babies we raised
on Pet Evaporated Milk than on any other brand.
It your baby has been fed Pet Evaporated
Mitec--do this Send baby's picture (snapshot
phofogroph) with baby's name and dot*
of birth, your nam• and address, to: Pet
PA* Co ' 390 Arc3de Bldg St ows I Mo
baby way be any age up to 3 years. All
pictures become the property of Pet Maii
Co., whose choo• for the weekly *word
b• Boot.
LOOK FOR THE "PET MILK BABY OF THE WEEK"






bra At Jobe Gaston Hospital
MAY 26, 1956
Marsha Lynn Price, a daugh-
ter to Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
C. Price, of 1840 Benfotd.
Larry Darnell Fentress, a son,
to Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Fentress,
of 352 S. Fourth.
I Rickey Leon Starks. a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. William If. Starks,
of 1140 E. Charlotte.
, Rickey Fragher, a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Fragher, of 401
Boyd.
Linda Fay Plummer, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. George D.
Plummer, of 2424 Midway.
, Betty Richmond, a daughter, to
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Richmond,:
of 5049 Truse rd.
Clifton David Epps, a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. George Epps, of 1218
Texas.
Linda Bowen, a daughter, to Mr.
and Mrs. Jerome Bowen, of 1836
Person.
Judy Melern Chase, a daughter,
to Mr. and Mrs. David Chase, of
823 Josephine.
MAY 27, 1956
• Ella Marie Reynolds, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Postel Rey-
nolds, of 2381 Cable.
Vicki Ryan Bynum, a daughter,
to Mr. and Mrs, George Bynum.
of 372 High.
, Joseph Dewayne Payton, a son,
to Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Payton, of
858 Dallas.
Gerald Leatherwood, a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. Cleo Leatherwood
of 4983 Clark.
MAY 28, 1956
Robert Barry Henderson, a son,
to Mr. and Mrs. Junious L. Hen-
derson, of 128 Gaines Alley.
Marsha Renee Frazier, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Ceola Fra-
zier, of 1662 Harrison.
Andrew Johnson. a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. Ben Johnson, of 1426
Austin.
Melvin Lee Johnson, a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Johnson, of
1334 Arkansas.
Gwendolyn Denise Robertson, a
, daughter, to Mr. and Mrs James ,
W. Robertson, ol 3038 Green rd.
Debra Denise Hines. a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Charles E.
Hines, of 3792 Weaver rd. 1
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Lewis, of 823 hike.
1 A daughter, t..1 Mr. and Mrs.
David Yancy of 3771 Sewanee
rd.
James Edward Terrell, jr.. a
son, to Mr. and Mrs. James E.
Terrell, of 2141 Marble.
Jerry Brown, a son, to Mr. and
Mrs. Cody Brown, of 22 Cur-
ry.
Jessie Glass, a son, to Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Glass, of 499 Hamp-
ton\
Lucille Amelia Newby. a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. John T. New-
by, of 1211 Charlotte.
Diana Marie Conway. a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Con-
way. of 2585 New Raleigh rd.
Willie Baines. jr • a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Baines, of 619
Neptune.
MAY 29, 1956
Dclois Ann Oliver. a daughter,i
to Mr. and Mrs. Willie E. Oliver, I
of 267 E. Virginia.
Barbara Ann Norman, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Nor-
man, of 2953 Hale.
Chester A. Hill 111, a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Hill, of 1616
Hanauer.
Rickey Louis Tate, a son, to Mr. I
and Mrs. Melvin Tate. of 686 Polk.
Edward Ilymon. a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. Tom Jiymon, of 900
Michigan.
Glenn Bernard Butler. a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. Burton R. Butler
of 448 Foote Park.
Evelyn Nenice Wilson, a daugh-
ter. to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Wil-
son, of 4308 Sewanee.
Beverly Rene" Poindexter. a
(laughter. to Mr. and Mrs. Her-
bert L. Poindexter, of 68 Looney.
i William Neal. 71 son. to Mr. and
Mrs. Willie F. Neal, of 1066 Del-
mar.
REWARD
The WIZARD'S FIGURES is turf information
that can produce
STRAIGHT WINNERS
Write Immediately for Information to
THE WIZARD'S FIGURE GUIDE




Howard Lee Williams, a son,
to Mr. and Mrs. Fred Williams,
of 68 Looney.
Larry Williams, a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. Earl Williams. of 950
Mt. Pisgah.
Alice Marie Taylor, a daughter,
to Mr. and Mrs. Floyd L. Taylor,
of 1033 Capitol.
Joan Mayes, a daughter, to Mr.
and Mrs. Joe C. Mayes. of 327
Leath.
Vivian Bonds, a daughter, to
Mr. and Mrs.- Alvin Bonds, of 865
N. Second
Debbie Valentine. a daughter, to
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Valentine, of
3610 Raleigh rd.
Melanie Rogers. a daughter. to
Mr. and Mrs. Freddie Rogers. of
1811 Pennsylvania.
Melvin Ashura Hall. a son, to
Mr. and Mrs Elisha M. Hall, of
1102 South Parkway E.
Margie Marie Fields. a daugh-
ter. to Mr. and Mrs. Tom E.
Fields, of 1412 May.
Doris Jean Chandler. a (laugh
ter. to Mr. and Mrs. John E
Chandler. of 3231 Rochester rd.
Timothy Hilmon. a son, to Mr.
.and Mrs. Ernest Hilmon, of 148
Sycamore.
Jeffrey Threat. a son. to Mr.1
and Mrs. Robert L. Threat. of 1
3050 Shannon.
Terry Marshall, a son, to Mr.'
and Mrs. Edward J. Marshall, of
838 Le M oyne Park.
A son to Mr. and Mrs. James
Simmons, of 677 Court.
Michael Eugene Livingston. a '
son. to Mr. and Mrs. Edward E.
Livingston, of 1577 S. Orleans.
MAY 31, 1956
Tommy Rivet. a son. to Mr.'
and Mrs. Jessie Rivet, of 1360
Tunica.
Charles Edward Harlmon, a son
to Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Harlmon
of 1442 N. Stonewall.
Diane Ramsey; a daughter, to
Mr. and Mrs. George E. Ram-
sey, of 785 Saxon.
Donald Wayne McDade, a son.
to Mr. and Mrs. Willie McDade
of 904 Florida.
Peggy Lee Norman. a daughter,
to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Norman,
Of 922 Bingram.
Rodney Keith Hamilton, a son,
to Mr. and Mrs, Homer Hamil-
ton, of 972 E. Trigg.
James Edward Henderson, a
son, to Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Hen-
derson, of 1340 S. Wellington.
Patricia Ann White. a daughter,
to Mr. and Mrs. Earnest White.
of 2245 Ball rd.
A daughter to Mr. and Mrs.
John W. Dudley. of 178 Greenlaw.
•
PROMOTION DAY — The el-
ders of New Hope ('ME
church. of Henning, Tenn.. did
the unusual recently. They
sponsored a Promotion Day
of the Church school, focusing
the spotlight of the church on
the young people. The project
was highly successful. Shown
at left are some of the adult
members of the church with
youngsters. The scene at
right is of students in I h e
church school. Supreintendent
Fred Montgomery and Rey. H.
1 .1.11 alter did a great job in
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER Q
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encouraging the parents to
work in the church with the
outh. (Gillespie Photo)
Forrest City and Madison Briefs
By OBIT F. TURNER
Hello. everybody!
The Arkansas Association of Col-
ored Women, Inc., a Federated
('Iub, opened its annual meeting
Sunday, June 3. at Madison with
the 1)111 club of that city as host.
The delegates included represen-
tatives from throughout the state.
of Arkansas. The mass meeting
was held at 3:30 p.m. at which
time the local welcome program
was given by the host club.
The same evening. on the lawn
of Dr. and Mrs. S. B. Banks, the
Semper Fidelis club of Forrest
evening, the Eureka club of For-
rest City complimented the dele-
gates with a barbecue at the
Burke's Ranch on highway 70
west of Forrest City.
Afterwards, a Teen-age Frolic
for the Junior Girls' clubs, spon-
sored by the .Nacirema club of
Forrest City and Eastern Arkan-
sas, was held in the Home Eco.




Episcopal School. Mrs. D. D. Dear Carlotta:
James of Little Rock is the State Should the children leave school
President and Mrs. Althea RisPon to work when it seems that the
of Madison is the president ol father's income is not sufficient
the local U131 club. to meet the family's expenses?
FROM KENTUCKY STATE. M.
Seen home from Kentucky State
college are Clifford Cobb, Joshua eran nigh • Sam. wediie,day ,
Lucas. Adell Patton and Eddie May 30, with Dr. M. LaFayette 1
Anderson: from AM and N college Ilarris, President of Philander
at Pine Bluff are Arletha Bohan- Smith college of Little Rock. de-
non, Clifton Bailey, Verna Mayfield liverino the address Sixty seniors
' Rickey U'esby, a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Wesby. of 3545
Austin,
Pamela Dianne Crawford, a I
daughter. to Mr. and Mrs. Percy ,
B. Crawford. of 1412 Valse rd.
JUNE 1, 195'6
Glenn Allen Walls, a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. Elder Walls. of 1320
;Brown. '
I Curtis Lee Selman. a son, to
I Mr. and Mrs. James It. Selmon,!of 1035 Indiana.
I A daughter. to Mr. and Mrs.
John A. Artison, of 901 N. Second.
Rufus Sylvester Gould, a son, tol
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Gould, of!
519 Linden.
Robert Herrod, jr., a son, to
1 Mr. and Mrs. Robert Herrod, of
1, 298 N. Claybrook.
and Brooksine Battles, all of For- i were presented by Principal C.
rest City and Bobby Stewart. J.' T. _Cobb to receive diplomas. 
•C. Starks, Willa P. Choyce and
On Sunday, May 27, Mrs. F. N.Vhaness Whitaker of Madison. 
Jamison, 
 a 
instructor LincolnKenneth West returned from AM
and N college but left immediately High 
school, delivered the Sixth
Grade Baccalaureate Address atfor Canada for the Summer va-
the De Rossitt Elementary school.cation. From Philander Smith col''
lege are Navy Jones, 
En" 
Mrs. Virginia C. Stewart was the
Washington and Charlie Hall, 
liclass sponsor, and C. J. Latimar1
Mrs. Willard (Erma) Whitaker 
is the principal.
is convalescing at home after be- Mrs. L. J.('lark of the Stewart.
ing hospitalized for a few days. Elementary School was the prin-
Also at home followinF a tonsi- riPal speaker at Evans Grove
lectomy and an adenoid remov- gErlaedmucantitoanryonS;thuocosIdaSy, ix(Nhia3G2r9ade
al is our son. Robert.
Funeral services for the Rev.' Mr. and Mrs. Willie B. Patton
S. L. Allen were held at Madison I and Andrew Ewing of East St.
Light Baptist church. Saturday,i Louis, Ill. were in the city over
May 26, with the Rev. R. B.: Memorial week end. Hobert Fair-
Bland officiating. His survivors in- , child. of Eldorado, Ark. (he's my
elude I:. widow, Mrs. Cynthia E.. dad) visited with our family re-
Allen Me a host of other relatives, eently. and last week end the Vs il-
and friends. • liam Mitchells (my son) and baby,
Commencement exercises were t(e.nee of Little Rock visited with
held from the gymnasium of 1,in- us.
•
Dear M.:
A leading authority on education
says that children sometimes leave
school to earn money when it is .
not necessary By staying in school'
they will learn how to live better,
and equip themselves for work
that pays more than the small
odd jobs they can pick up while
they are young. While many suc-
cessful people have not had a for-
mal education we have to admit
that the SehOOls train a child's
mind, body and his habits. leach
him to live better with others and
equip him for a better job in his
later life.
Dear Carlotta:
I have trouble getting my chil
dren to help around the house.
Do you have any suggestions? A
mother.
1)ear Mother:
If the little daughter loves to
play with soapsuds, gradually let
her know there are more suds in
the dishpan. If junior admires
dad's mechanical ability. let him
operate the juicer, run the vacuum
cleaner. A little girl usually thinks
it is fun to learn to cook. I sug-
gest giving the child complete
charge of something. Let him
be responsible for keeping some-
thing straight. Make it interest-
ing, Remember it won't be per-
fect the first time. Don't scold.
Cive the child a good word for
what he has done.
Plan Summer School
FAYETTEVILLE, N. C. —Plain
are being completed for a Wei
week summer term at thr.. nif-
etteville State Teachers cad;
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10 TRI-STATE DEFENDERSat., Jun., 1956 Stoc_cton?McVoy Wedding A Major Event Of Season
Those rare, perfect days of June
. • .glorified by brides, graduations
and beckoning vacation days are
again in our midst. Here in mem-
phis we're witnessing and antici-
pating magnificent weddings and
receptions. . .and throughout the
length and breadth of our nation
our graduates are gathering glory
and sheepskins from renown hall
of ivy. Also, because time con-
tinues its unrelentless temp o,
many beloved teachers and prin-
cipals are bidding fond adieu to
the scenes of their labors of love
.looking forward to long an-
ticipated joys of retirement, so
much of their effort to so many.
DELORES' WEDDING
The last word in correct plan-
ning. . .lavish entertainment at a
reception. . .and breath-taking
beauty of a bridal party. , .was
the treat in store for hundreds
of invited guests to the outstand-
ing Stockton-McVoy wedding of
Sunday, May 27. Not a single de-
tail was overlooked in making
it one of Memphis' most outstand-
ing weddings. Folk are still com-
menting on the sheer grandeur of
the grounds of the Stockton gar-
den and the beautifully appoint-
ed banquet table which served
savory assortments of Danish and
French pastries. . .bridal punch
. . .petite cakes. .candies and
what-not. Naturally, one of the
most favorite spots was the bar
— which gave forth champagne
and any stock one might desire.
However, the piece-de-resistance
was the gorgeous bride's table
.with its semi-circle of tall
low formal arrangements of white
roses, stock and gladioli, set off
by sprigs of woodwardia fern.
Perhaps, to some, the most unique
feature of the whole grand affair
was the two motorcycled police-
men who escorted the bridal party
to and from the church. It was a
grand way to start a life-time of
happiness. . .and to lovely De-
lores and her new husband. .
we wish them a life of eternal'
bliss.
WATKINS-WILSON NUPTIALS
Rosa Robinson tossed a superb
Cocktail party last Thursday com-
plimenting her cousins Emogene
Watkins and Dorothea Poole Col-
lins of Springfield, Mass. This
Was another in the series of Par-
ties given for the charming Em-
ogene, well-known schoolteacher
and former Society Editor of
TSD, who pledged her vows to
general manager and editor L.
Alex Wilson at another ceremony
of outstanding beauty and social
significance. Historic St. Mary's
Cathedral was the setting for the
beautiful wedding. . .and Emo-
gene thereby established for her-
self a definite "first," be.coming'
the very first bride of our race to
march down the aisle of the main
church. However, there has been
another small marriage in the
chapel of the church that is a land-
mark in the annals of Memphis
history. . .But getting back to the
cocktail Party — since we gotcarried away with information
about the wedding which took
place Wednesday at 6 in the eve-
ning. , .The Fiesta Room at Or-
leans hotel was the colorful set-
ting for the gay party which at-
tracted some 60 or more fashion-
ably-attired guests. Dorothea 's
dress, we hear, was particularly
. .and she did it with her
own "hi hands."
MISS CRITTENDEN FETED
The principals of our Memphis
Negro schools tossed an elaborate '
testimonial dinner at Toney's on'
Thursday night for beloved miss
Emma Crittenden, former teach-
er, supervisor and now retiring
principal of Riverview school.
The guests at the lovely affair
were all principals of our schools
. . .and they devoted the evening
to paying ovation, tribute and ho-
mage to the charming lady who




By Marjorie I. Ulen
Some 500 See Wedding,
Turn Out To Reception
self in the hearts of thousands Mrs. Lawrence McVoy, sr., of Chi-
and thousands of folk in Memphis
because of the genuine modest,
friendliness and charm — of per-
sonality and beauty. This was but
another of the series given for
Miss Crittenden, since the facul-
ty of Riverview gave another elab-
orately planned testimonial dinner
the previous week at Toney's also.
MEMPHIS LINKS
Prevailing fall-like weather did
not deter the scores of friends
who rallied to the unique poem
written by Johnetta Kelso which
was used on their invitations for
Saturday niglit in the stately for-
mal garden of the C. C. Sawyers.
The lovely grounds were enhanc-
ed by the bewitching glow of hur-
ricane lamps, a gay cabana um-
brella, checkered tablecloths atop
the scores of tables. .to say
nothing of the spectacular casual
outfits seen on the ladies. . .
which ran the gamut from exotic '
sequinned skirts and blouse s,
smart matador pants. .leotards
and every other type of casual
attire worn by milady, circa 1956.
The brisk winds kept folk moving
about. . .and dancing, assorted
games that were the source of
much fun provided an evening of
grand entertainment as friends
helped raise funds for Links' an-
nual endeavor. Savory and suc-
culent barbecue ribs and chicken
. . .spaghetti, soft drinks provided
the needed energy to help folk i
stay warm. By the way„ .the af-
fair attracted folk from 1113F1Y 1
a distant point, .to name a few!
. . .Pine Bluff and Camden, Ark.,
Texas, Massachusetts, New York
and Chicago. If that is not being
cosmopolitan. , ,well you can find !
a better word for me.
GRADUATIONS
Phil and Alma Booth headed
to Atlanta and Morehouse's cam-
pus to witness the graduation of
their son Phil III from the re-
nown institution. Thrift and Rich-
ard Green wended their way to
Institute, W. Va., to see daughter
Cynthia receive her coveted
sheepskin. The J. R. Arnolds were
on hand at Nashville to see daugh-
ter Janet Arnold Seymour receive
her degree from Tennessee State
university. And Maceo Walker and
sister-in-law Lucille ("SnookY'')
Ish meandered up to Poughkeep-
sie, N. Y. to see daughter and




Joyce McAnulty' s back in town
. . .glorying in the many honors
that came her way during her
freshman year at Tennessee U. t
But her biggest plum she says
came in the way of her becom-
ing a member of Alpha Psi's Ivy
Leaf Club of AKA, and so proud- '
ly she wears the little green pin,
with determination to prove her
worth for membership.
Local Jack and Jill mothers and
children are busy as beavers mak-
ing plans for the J & J Teen:
Age Conference which convenes
here June 19 and 20. Two • '
packed full of interesting discus-
sions, repartee and social fun are
in store for the youngsters who
range in age from 13 to 18. Fol-
lowing that mothers of J & J
will be headed for Cleveland, Ohio
for their annual confab. By the .
way, Lois Carnes Hargraves is
the new prexy of the local group. •
The Rosary Art club met last
Saturday night in Germantown at
the beautiful home of Prof. and
, Mrs. W. Watkins. Highlights of the
discussion pin-pointed the forma-
tion of a program for their sum-
mer meetings. The club was serv-
ed a delicious cold plate lunch.
:Members present were Mr. and
:Mrs. Adams, Mr. and Mrs. G. T.
McPherson, Mrs. Inez Bouldin.
Madam G. S. Morgan Young, Mrs.
Ruth Williams, Mrs. Cassandray




The Fiesta Room of Orleans ho-
tel was the setting for a cocktail
party given by Miss Rosa Rob-
inson complimenting Miss Emo-
gene Watkins, and Mrs. Dorothea
Collins Poole, of Springfield, Mas-,
sachusetts, Thursday night, May
31.
The parly was one of a series
which preceded Miss Watkins'
marriage to I. Alexander Wilson
which took place at St. Mary's ;
Cathedral, Wednesday, June 6 ati
6 p.m. Mrs. Poole is a cousin of
Miss Robinson and Miss Watkins •
has been visiting in Memphis
where she was a bridesmaid at
the Watkin-Wilson wedding.
Miss Watkins wore a trousseau :
frock of black taffeta and wore
a gardenia corsage. Mrs. Poole
was attired in a white and gold
shot crochet cocktail sheath frock
which featured an off-shoulder
top over a green taffeta under-
skirt.
Guests included co-workers and
friends of the honorees; and gay
conviviality abounded the party
as they spent an enjoyable time !
at cards, gay repartee, intimate
music and partaking of the color-
ful hors d'ouevres. • - 1- •
Refreshments at the bar vcerr
handled by Elmer Henderson.
THE GUESTS
Among guests present were Mr
and Mrs. H. A. Gilliam, Mr. and
Mrs. William Owens, Mr. a n d
Mrs. A. W. Willis, !sir, and Mrs
Thomas Willis, Mr. and Mrs. Law-
rence Westley, Mr. and Mrs.
George Clark, Mr. and Mrs. Clin-
ton Ray, Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Berk-
ley, Mr. and Mrs. Simon Lloward,
Dr. and Mrs. Arthur E. Horne,
Miss Jewel Gentry, Miss Alma 
zincDavis, Mr, and Mrs. John
Davis, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wil-
liams, Miss Alice Gilchrist, Mr.
and Mrs. Edwin Prater, Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Collins, Walter
Goodman, Mr. and Mrs. Fleming
Polk, Miss Bernice Calloway, Mrs.
Georgia Stewart, Mrs. Rubye Gad-
dison, Miss Martha Anderson and
Bennie Tate, Miss Eurhne Couch
Miss Marie Taylor, Miss Mary
Fields. Mr. and Mrs. J. Jackson.
Miss Geraldine Diamond, Mrs. Al-
ice Sandridge, Miss Mary Cotten,
Reginald Morris, Miss Margaret
Bush, Mrs. Catherine Paschall, Lt
T. H. Watkins, Miss Marilyn Wat
kills and Miss Grace Collins.
cago, Ill.
The ceremony, one of the ma-
jor weddings of the year, took
place at 4:30 p. m., with U. S.
Cunningham, pastor of the church,
officiating. Nuptial music was fur-
nished by Mrs. Mary Robertson,
organist and Mrs. Helen C. Shel-
by who sang "I Love Thee" and
"Beloved It is Morn."
Myriads of glowing tapers in al-
Among the hundreds of guests
attending the wedding were the
following out-of-town guests: Mrs..of white gladioli, formed a beau-
Fred Bullard, Mrs. Marion Smith-tiful and elegant setting for the
son, Airs, Kenneth McVay, Mr.stirring marriage ceremony.
and Mrs. Roscoe Hill, sr., andBRIDE'S GOWN
their sons Ronnie and Voscoe, jr.,The lovely young bride was giv-. • Mr. and Mrs. Homer Alexander,en in marriage by her father, \Vsl- 
Mrs. Isaac Horton, all of Chicago,
By MARJORIE I. ULEN delicate shade of turquoise design-
In a beautiful and impressive • ed along classic lines with a deep
formal afternoon wedding cere- sweetheart neckline. The skirt was
mony at Collins Chapel CME. draped to the back to form a
church, Miss Delores Stockton be- soft panel. She wore a matching
came the bride of Frederick M. lace contour coronet studded with
McVay, Sunday, May 27. tiny rhinestones and a shoulder
Miss Stockton is the daughter of corsage of orchids.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilmer Stockton. Kenneth McVoy, brother of the
Mr. Mc Voy is the son of Mr. and groom, was the best man. Grooms-
men were Marion Smithson
a nld Fred Bullard of Chica-
go, Illinois; Leonard Campbell,
Ray Thomas, Harold Galloway
and Robert Yarbrough, Harold
Lewis and Howard Robertson
served as ushers. Little Janice
Frazier, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Hickman was the flower
girl. She wore a long dress of
yellow organdy and carried a
single shasta daisy.ternating arrangements of wrought
OUT OF TOWN GUESTSiron candelabra against a back-
ground of smilax, interspersed
with woodwardia fern and baskets
veloped into many, many tulle ruf-
fles that extended into a cathedral; a lovely arrangement of greenery
train. The skirt was poised over and white stock. The line included
period hoops. bride, the bride's parents and the
The fingertip viel of imported ii- the bridal party, the groom and
lusion had a cape tier and billow- groom's brother and sister-in-law.
ed from a pillbox of shirred it- After viewing the vast array of
lusion that was delicately encrust-
ed with pearls and rhinestones.
She carried bridal bouquet of
white orchids, lilies of the valley
and fleurs D'amours.
WEDDING ATTENDANTS
Mrs. Leonard Campbell, the
former Miss Wilmer Stockton, sis-
ter of the bride, served as matron-
of-honor. Attending Miss Stockton
as bridesmaids were Miss Elsie
Robinson. Miss Theodora Robinson
Miss Yvonne Exum, Miss Katie
J. Williams and Mrs. Juanita Pow-
ell.
Their identical full length gowns
were of dainty buttercup yellow
tulle The dresses were designed
with elongated off-shoulder bodices
and full bouffant skirts complete-
ly covered with dainty ruffles of
the tulle-sheer. Their shoulders
were draped with butterfly stoles
and on their heads they wore
matching yellow velvet coronets
lar face veils. Their bouquets
cascading arrangements of shas-
ta daisies.
Seated just before the entrance
of the bridal party, the bride's
mother, Mrs. Wilmer Stockton,
was stunning in a formal gown of
reembroidered alenchon lace in a ,
III.; and Mr. and Mrs. Marie Si-
bert, of Dyersburg, Tenn.
GRAND RECEPTION
mer Stockton, and wore an ex-
quisite wedding gown of import-
ed white rosepoint chantilly lace
and illusion.
The lace bodice was closely fit-, Immediately following the cere-
ted and had a deep neckline that mony, Mr. and Mrs. Stockton en-
(was outlined in illusion, dainty) tertained hundreds of guests with
rhinestones and pearls. The long a brilliant reception at their home
sleeves ended in calla lily points at on Polk st.
the wrists. Deep lace formed a Miss Harry Mae Simons a n d
flounce and extended half way Mrs. Rio Rita Jackson introduced
down the skirt, which then de- guests to the receiving line which
formed in the living room before
wedding gifts, guests proceeded to
beautiful garden at he rear of the
home where an impressive ar-
rangment of wrought-iron bas-
ket of white flowers formed the
background for the bride's circu-
lar table that was draped in gath-
ered white satin, with gardenias
nestled in the folds that extended
to the ground. A beautiful tiered
wedding cake was surrounded by
a semi-circle of tall white tapers
in crystal holders, interspersed
with low formal arrangements of
white roses, gladioli and sprays
of woodwardia fern.
Directly behind the bride's table,
an extended banquet table over-
laid in white damask was centered
with an arrangement of white
gladioli, stock and roses. Four
crystal punch bowls served bridal
punch, accompanied by a color-
ful array of assorted Danish and
French pasteries in traditional
bridal colors. To the side of the
lovely lawn was the bar which
served champagne and other vint-
ages to the guests.
HOSTESSES
Hostesses at the reception were
friends of the bride, who included
Mrs. Aubrie J. Turner who di-
Miss Jennie
Engaged To
Of great social interest is the
announcement of Mrs. Goldie
Woods of the forthcoming wedding
of her daughter Jennie V., who
will be married to George Kirby,
Saturday, June 9, at Trinity Bap-
tist church.
Miss s was graduatedom
Manassas High school. She re-
ceived her bachelor of arts de-
gree from LeMoyne college. She
is presently a member of the fac-
ulty of High Park school, vice
president of the Memphis Pan He!-
V. Woods
Mr. Kirby
lenic council, reporter for Beta
Epsilon Omega chapter of Alpha
Kappa Alpha sorority and active
in her church.
Mr. Kirby received his bache-
lor of science degree from Le-
Moyne college, where he was a
member of Alpha Phi Alpha fra-
ternity. He is presently in the
postal service in Chicago, Ill.
Following the ceremony the cou-
ple will be honored with a re- I
ception at the Lelia Walker Club
house at 6 p.m.
STOCKTON-McVOY BRIDAL
PARTY — The bridal party of
of the beautiful ceremony
which united Miss Delores
Stockton and Frederick N. Mc-
Voy are seen before the mai-
reeled the wedding, Miss Gloria
Callian who registered guests at
the door and Miss Delphenia
Williams, Mrs Rio Rita Jackson,
Mrs. Martha Galloway, Mrs, Rose
Marie Davis, Miss Delores Lewis
and Mrs. Mabel Bynum. Hosts at
the reception incltded the waiters
of Hotel Peabody, at which Mr.
Stockton is head waiter.
THE GUESTS
Among the scores of socialites
on hand to extend best wishes to
the bride and congratulations to
the groom were Mrs. Warliese
Horne, Mrs. Laverne Watkins,
Mrs. Ann Hall, Mrs. E. T. Prater,
Mrs. J. C. Martin, Miss Gertrude
Walker, Miss Jewel Gentry, Mr.
and Mrs. E. Lum, Prof. B. T. Hunt
Mrs. J. E. Morris, Mrs. Harry
Cash, Mr. and Mrs Peter Jones,
Mrs. A. J. Roberts, Mrs. Hattie
Wynne.
Mr. and Mrs. S. G. McAnulty,
Gerald Fanion, Mrs. Jessie Hill,
iard, Mrs. Ruth McDavid, Arthur
Peyton, Mr. and Mrs R. S. Lewis,
jr., Mrs. R. S. Lewis, sr, Rev.
and Mrs. W. D Browning, W. D.
Callian, sr., Mr. and Mrs. W. D.
Callian, jr., Mrs. Elizabeth Albert,
Mrs. Robert Mitchum, Mrs. G. T.
Rideout, Frank Kilpatrick, Mr. and
Mrs. Philip Booth, Mr. and Mrs.
Lloyd James, Mrs. J. L. Brink-
ley, sr., Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Robertson,
Mrs. Robert Yarbrough, Mrs.
David S. Cunningham, Mr. and
Mrs. John J. Gordon, Mrs. L. R.
Davis, Mrs. West Webb, jr., Mrs.
Peggy Brown, Mrs. Allene Mc-
Guire, Mrs. Lila Gordon, Mrs.
John Brooks, Mrs. Audrey Evans,
Jesse Cummings, Miss Marie
Edge, Miss Joyce Broom, Mrs.
Beatrice Langford, Miss Yvonne
Robinson,
Mrs. Otis Brown, Mrs. Sarah
Winston, Mr. and Airs. Eddie
Cummings, Mrs. W. L. Hubbard,
Mrs. W. H. McWilliams and daugh-
ter Melanie, Miss Mary Siebert,
Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Berkeley, ',tr.
and Mrs. Horace Chandler, Mrs.
S. W. Carroll, Mrs. J. W. McKin-
ney, Miss Maggie McDowell, E. A.
Williams, Mrs A. Daniels and Bar-
bara Ann, Mrs. Joyce Jenkins,
Mrs. Josephine Bridges, Miss
Joyce McAnulty, Miss Virginia
Johnson, Miss Velma Lois Jones,
Mrs. Harry Thompson, Mrs. L. J.
Pope.
Miss Geraldine Pope. Mrs. H.
B. Robinson, Mr and Mrs. J. F.
Perrie, Mr. M. L. Adams, Willie
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nificent decorations of the sanc-
tuary at Collins Chapel C.
M. E. church, Sunday, May
21, Front row, left to right are:
Miss Mattie Fugh,Miss Katie
Jean Williams, Miss Theodora
I son, Miss Mattie Bell, and Ernest
Bell, jr., Mrs. L. V. Irwin, Mr.
and Mrs. Caesar Aughtry, Mr. and
Mrs. Alfred O'Neal, Mrs. Blanche
Pulliam, Mr. A. Rodman, Mrs.
Maggie Carter, Mr. and M r s.
Charles Carter, Bennie M. Batts,
Mr. and Mrs. E. Simmons, Mr.
and Mrs. J. W. Dickey, Mrs. Sa-
rah Robinson Thomas W. Mur-
phy, sr., Mr and Mrs, Leroy Dav-
is, Mrs. Annie Bess, Mr. and Mrs.
C. Watson, Mrs. T. H. Hayes, jr.,
and daughter Tommye Kay, Mr.
and Mrs. James A. Bowers, Mrs.
Reuben Walton and daughter, Mrs.
Thelma Williams, Mr. and Mrs.
Eldridge Childress, Mr. and Mrs.
Norvell Campbell, Mrs. Emma
Jean Alitchum, Mrs. Cleotha Rob-
inson, Mrs. Florence Rodman,
Miss Aurelia Rodman, Mrs. Lena
Mae Ridley and Mr. and Mrs.
Sam Qualls.
OTHER GUESTS
Other guests included Mr. and
Mrs. W. H. Roberts, Mrs. E. B.
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Tur-
ner, Mrs. Ruby M. Greene, Rus-
sell Walton, Miss Doris Gwinez,
Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Ayers, Mr.
and Mrs. Eddie Farwell, Mrs. Al-
berta Reed, Percy Brown, Melvin
Williams, David L. lIardin, Mat-
thew Garrett, Mrs. Charles L.
Hickman, Miss D. E. Todd, Miss
A, E. Haste, Mrs. Lula Cooper,
Mrs. Laura Gerald, Mrs. Thelma
Warr, Miss Jennie Jenkins, Mrs.
Odiestine Herndon, Mrs. Ruby
Jean Lewis, Mrs. Helen Clarke,
Mr. and Mrs. George Gain, Miss
Ruth Waller, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Hines, Mrs. Maurice Beckley, Mrs.
Mildred Moore, W. T. McDaniels,
Mrs. Julia Pickett tic son, Mrs.
Adelaide Settles and James Swayz
Mrs. M. S. Draper, Rev. T. F.
Fugh, Mrs. Emmett Shepherd,
Robert Hines. jr., Mrs. Pearl
Campbell, Mrs. Mary D. King,!
Mrs. Pauline Toney. Mrs. Eli-
zabeth Lacey, Mrs. Mattie Smith
Rivers, Mr. and Mrs. Steve Holt,
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Dotes, Mr.
and Mrs. J. T. Bostic, Emile
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Isaac
Harrington, Mr. and Mrs. Clint
Cleaves, Mr. and Mrs. C. D.
Harper, Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Mor-
ris, Mrs. Elsie Owen. Mr. and
a
Robinson, Little Miss Janice
Frazier, the groom and his
bride, Mrs. Leonard Campbell,
(Matron of lionor,i Miss
Yvonne Exum, Mrs. Joe Pow•
ell and Miss Elsie Robinson.
Mrs. Thomas Scott, Mrs. Haynes
Jones.
Miss Margaret Hubbard, Miss
Elma Shaw, Miss Annie Mae Al-
len, Bob Bess, James Mack
Greene. Mrs French Hunt, Miss
E. C. Young. Mrs. Rosie Houng,
Miss Polly Carradine, Miss Susie
Etta Fugh, Mrs. Gertrude Fugh,
Mrs. Alma Bowen, Mrs. Rachel
Holmes, Mrs. Lise Fugh, Miss Ma-
rilyn Watkins, M r s. Mildred
Griffin,
1111b.
Marion Smithson, Harold Gal-
loway, Fred Bullard, the best
man — Kenneth L. McVoy,
Leonard Campbell, Ray Thom-
as, Robert Yarbrough, Howard
Robertson and Harold Lewis.
(Hooks Photo.)
Ann Hines, Mrs. Florence Scott.
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Cash, Mr. and
Mrs. Clinton Kyles, Mrs. Willie Len
Smith, Charles Lee, Omar Robin-
son, Mrs. Helen Thompson, Mrs.
Mildred Hawkins, Mrs. George
Holloway, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Latti-
mer, Mrs. Mabel Swautsey, Mrs.
Mable Jones, Mrs. Beatrice Crew-
shaw, Mrs. Roberta Boyd, Mrs.
Frankie Gibbs, Mr. and Mrs.
Frank La Monrue, jr., Mrs. Carrie
B. Moore, M r 5, Mildred 0.














We salute and congratulate











ing principal of Riverview
school: Miss Harry Mae Sim-
ons, (left) is shown presenting
Miss Emma Crittendan, veter-
an teacher, supervisor and
principal, a mohogany table on
behalf of the Principal's As-
sociation of Memphis City
schools. Miss Crittenden was
given an elaborate testimonial
dinner by the group at Toney's
Inn Thursday night. Besides
the principals of our schools,
Mrs. Effie Buffington and Mrs.
J. B. Martin, sr., Miss Oil-
tenden's sister and neice were
present for the outstanding af-
fair. (Photo by Coleman.)
Dr. Pettigrew Speaker At MI
) Dr. J. M. Pettigrew, pastor of
St. Paul CNIE church, of Chica-
go, delivered the commencement
address at Mississippi Industrial
college, Holly Springs, Miss. on
Wednesday, May 30 where
seniors graduated.
parents. Dr. and Mrs. I. I. Ir-
win, to Mrs. Louise Key, of Bald-
ws n, Miss.
Bishop Luther Stewart, of Hop-
108 kinsville, Ky., is presiding bishop club, concerns the news of the
Beta Epsilon Omega chapter principal of Keel Avenue school;
of Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority, Miss Pearlie M. Gasawas:, math-
point of business at the recent Cowan, ilrs Charles Iles. sr.,and presented its annual $500 Scholar- I einatics teacher at Booker T.
meeting of the club with Mrs.
, 
Lynne lien. Mr and Mrs. Leo- ship Awards to outstanding sen- Washington High school; Mrs. Er-.
Arlena Williams, of 1788 Keltner 
;-
pold lies, Joe Carr jr., Mrs. Doro- tots of the high schools of Mem- 
n.s.1;rsal Inee G (117)o. *mtp' all ni(vm; 
Protective
MarionA s.Circle, as hostess. Members pres thy Fugh, Miss Jacqueline Flow- phis.
ent enjoyed the tasty repast aerv- ers. Mr. and Mrs. Latham Scott Receiving these awards were Johns. social worker with the
ed by the hostess, and plans were Mrs. 0. C. Suttles and Ann. Mrs. the following young women: Mar- Travelers Aid Society. Mrs. Ethel
made for the next meeting of the ' M. J. Herndon, Mrs. Edward Mc- garet Bland, Douglass II i g ti
group to be held with Mr. Day i Ginnis Mrs B. K. Waller, Mrs- school, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. I
lor is the group's president and erson, Miss Alice Gilchrist, Dr. 
Joe Bland, of 2236 Clarksdale; Mi- )at 1484 May st. Mrs. Mary L. Tay- E. F. Bennett, Mrs. Laura Rob-
Mrs. Lucille Joyner is the report- and Mrs. T. H Watkins, Mr. and 
nerve Jane Johnican. Hamilton
High school, daughter of Mrs. An-
• • • 
Mrs. Dan Thomas, Mrs. alattie nie M. Johnican, of 1265 Dunni-er.
Mitchell, Mrs. Emma Exum, Mrs. 'ant; Ethelyn J. Williams, Ma-
Thenassa High school, daughter ofToppers, the newest and Katie Dublin, Mrs. Esther L. Con-
members say, the greatest sports- ner, Mr. and Mrs. Emerson Able, Mr and Mrs. John E. Williams,
man club in our city, was recent- Sr., & son, Mrs Annie Pierce 
. 
of 823 Olympic: Annie Belle Ger-
. man, Melrose High school, daugh-ly organized with 13 young men Kitchum, Mr. and Mrs. W. R
who will cooperate with other 10- Ezelle, Mrs. immie McCulleY, ter of Mr. and Mrs. Leon Ger-
man, of 547 Baltimore, and Max-
,
—
cal clubs and worthy causes. Thelma Harris and Deborah, Miss
The members of The Toppers Ruth Crump, Mr. and Mrs. 11. L.
are presently raffling a $20 pair Jackson.
of shoes for SO cents a chance. Among other also present were
and friends and patrons are urged Warren Watkins Miss Lenora
to cooperate in this endeavor. Of-
ficers of the organization are:
John Harden, president; James
Rogers, vice president; Louis Mc- , .. . .
Kay, secretary; 0. W. Seawood, Rosa Robinson, Mrs. Dorothea ' 
ords during their high school 
assistant secretary: ; Eddie Cas. Poole, of Springfield, Mass.; Miss 
reers. They are all members of
businees manager; Augustus Mc-
well, treasurer; Billy William. , Bernice Ruffin, Mrs. John Cox,
Miss J. E. Codon. Mrs. Janet 
have also been prominent in the
the National Honor Society, and
Ruth , i • .. civic and 
social affairs of Mem-
Tarp es, r.. phis. The cash awards are ap-
and Mrs. Marshall Nelson, Mr. and
Miss Eus, plied to the account of eachMrs. Hugh Eggleston,
winner at the college of herline Couch. Mr. and Mrs. Dorsey ,
West, Mrs. Jeannie Johnson, Miss choice, for the 1956-57 school term.
The Annie L. Brown Health club 
Virgie Bynum, Mrs. Will Degra.' GRADUATE AWARD
met at the residence of Mrs. Inez 
quirand, Mrs. Ethel Hooks, Mrs.
Edwin Hudson. James E. Gillum, 
I Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority has
pionered among the Greek let -
Glenn. 1388 Hemlock st., Werines- Goodson, Mrs E M. Johnson and
Mrs. B. G Thomas, Mrs. Julia ter organizations of the city, in
devotion held by the club's chap- 
setting up a vastly broadened
scholarship program for 1956-57.)day, May 23. After an inspiring Mrs. E. M. M. Wright.
Lain, the highlight of the meeting 
One feature of the program is at. ;
was the election of delegates to B
the State convention of the Fed- 
• . ready in evidence: the nursing
which meets in Memphis this 1 .
irmingham
Nursing in January. 1956. T h e,
H. Crump Hospital School of
eration of Colored Women's clubs 
scholarship established at the E.
Deltas liol nia Louise Williams, is one of the lwinner of this grant, Miss
Club
News....
The approaching Lawn Tea of
Leath Social Service clab which
will be held June 10 on the lawn
of the home of Mrs. Gussie Day
at 1484 May St., was the main
Stockton-
McVoy
Continued from Page 10
TR1-STATE DEFENDER 1 1 ;
Sat., June 9, 1956 A. •
AKAs Present Schola rships; Plan
Broadened Program For Next Yeai#
Kinney, assistant business man-
ager; Bobby Wilson, chaplain; 01.
lie Watson, Walter Currie and Ben
Alexander are trustees; and Fred
L. Sullivan, reporter.
• 0
month. Delegates elected - were
Mesdames Dora Williams and P. corps of student nurses now in,
Cathures. Alternates are Nies- A Guests For Coffee And
Perkins. English teacher at if
nassas High school, arid Mrs
Marjorie "len teacher at Minp
ha school and society edit-F,.,
the 'Fri-State Defender.
Mrs. Georgia V Harvey is be
sileus of the local chapter ofiC
pha Kappa Alpha sorority. —
AKA SCHOLARSHIP RECIPI-
etas—Four of the five reci-
pients of local AKA's broaden-
ed scholarship program a r e:
standing left to right, Miner-
va Jane Johnican. Hamilton
High school: Maxine Winston,
Booker T. Washington High
school; seated left to right,




Bland of Douglass higb
school. The awards were mad'
on the basis of superior saint •
arship and outstanding reeterti
throughout their High schoo
careers. All are members o. •
the National Honor Society,
dames Lena Exumn and A. Frank-
training at the hospital. The schol•
• s
lin, or - of the late Miss Julia H. Dix- •
Another feature of the meeting on, prominent city school teach- ,) "Drop by for a cup of coffee" half, topped with sharp el*
was the introduction of a white er and member of the scholarship,_ it's a hospitality gesture that sauce and crisscross strips of fP
guest from the Nutrilite Compa- °did bacon.
ny, who gave a demonstration of CUBAN SANDWICH — Sher products. Following a delic- I hard roll spread with mustard I
ious chicken salad repast the ter. filled with slices of two •
meeting adjourned and establish- three different cold luttarla,
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — Tau Sig-
ma chapter of Delta Sigma Theta
sorority celebrated the 25th an-
niversary of the founding of this
chapter recently. The sorority
honored the Honor Girl graduates
of Birmingham-Jefferson county,
ed Sept. 4 for the next meeting with an Honor Tea.
of the club. Mrs. A. L. Higgins This tea, which took place at the
is president of the organization. Birmingham Chamber of Corn-
Mrs. B. Harris, financial secre- merce building, recounted the his-
recent meeting of the group withof this area.
Mrs. Christine Taylor at her homeDr. and Mrs. N Si. Watson of Prof. 1V. M. Frazier, a veteran at 358 W. Burdock. Members pres- Mrs. D. 
A. Willis is president of
Joseph and Mrs. Charlene Mc-
Graw.
STILL OTHERS
Also present were Mr. and Mrs.
George Clark Mr. and Mrs. R. D.
me Winston, Booker T. Washing-
ton High school, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs, Mack Arthur Winston of
642 Wicks IIVC.
James, Claude Bynum, sr.. Mr.
,The five recipients, chosen prin-
and Mrs. L. Cooke, 11, Miss Lo- on the basis of superior
rainne Cooke, Dr and Mrs. F. B. "PallY




Memphis, presented their annual educator, is president of the more ent enjoyed a pleasant evening the sorority-prize of $25 in memory of their than half century old college. and & tasty menu
arship is established in the mem-,
committee of Alpha Kappa Alpha.
Recognizing the fact that the
average grant given to high school
seniors is not enough to be felt
in defraying the expenses of a
is fast becoming an American
custom.
Whether you enjoy a quick mid-
morning cup with a neighbor or
pha will, in the future.
college education, Alpha Kappa Al- Pour gallons of the 
fragrant brew
total minimum cost of a complete' with the coffee is as important
pay the ! for party guests, .what you serve
four-year college course of one as the coffee itself,
tary and Mrs. V. Stroud the re- tory of the sorority and the local Armour and Company's Marie
porter. 
outstanding girl.
Gifford test kitchen, whiali six.-
* •* 
Pioneering in the field of awards
homemaker and hostess, has a
chapter. It was designed to en- 
in easy recipes for the
man, reporter of the Socialite
News from Mrs. Mastic Cole. continue their education and to tion will give a year's graduate
courage worthy young people -to
make their contribution to society, 
for graduate work, the organiza-
,
study to some Memphis woman, bevy of suggestions for sandwich




tanned the tea and 
















Two Sessions Offered Concurrently
Five-Week Session July 9 - July 14
Eight-Week Session June 9 - August 4
Registration June 7 -8
(Late registration fee charged after June 8)
Classes Begin (both sessions) June 9
(Last day for registration and course change June 12)
Classes End (five-week session) July 14
Classes End (eight-week session) Aug. 4
(Miss Margaret Bush, Director)
PRE-COLLEGE ORIENTATION (NON-CREDIT)
Special Courses in English and Mathmetics for Fall Freshmen. For information write






runs in the third inning, but Duke , g
picked up the challenge with a ;
marker in the fourth, two more u B Birons
in the fifth and got an insurance- p y Il
tally in the seventh. ,
The crucial two runs by the Blue .
Devils in the fifth came on sin- WASHINGTON — (INS1 — U. S.
gles by pitcher Dick Smallwood, smokers lighted up 400 billion cig- "Otherwise you might bump
Bill Bomhoff and Bob Moynihan. arettes last year, and when the them and spill boiling food on
i Winner of the best-of-three se- smoke had cleared away the fed- yourself. And children are as apt
ries goes to the collegiate World eral government was one and one- , to spill the pans as you are if





BACON RAREBIT — Thick to-
mato slice on hamburger bun
This scholarship program is the
result of a year of comprehen-
sive study of the educational needs
of the Memphis community, by 
the scholarship committee. This "Haste In
In NC A A Play 
committee, headed by Mrs, Fran-
ces M. Duvall, librarian of Lester Kitchen Is
GASTONIA, N. C. — (INS) — 
High school, is made up of the
Duke university defeated Missis-
sippi 4-2 in the first game of the 
following: Mrs. Alma R. Booth, 
Dangerous
final series for the District three
NCAA baseball crown. Slow down in the kitchen — sou
Ole Miss moved ahead with two are the'Cutte 
in the hospital if you don't.
or your youngsters might wind op
That warning comes from 0. L
Hogsett, University of Illinois
safety specialist.
Hogsett urged women to fake
the time to turn handles of pan,








In a report on tobacco tax col-
lections for 1955, the Internal Re-
venue Servive noted as "signifi-
cant" a "steady climb in cigar-
ette use from the decline record-
ed two or three years ago."
The' increase, which brought in
50 million dollars more taxes, was
reflected in a doubling of filter tip
cigarettes. Twenty-one percent of









145 N. Main, Corner Washington
Phone JA. 6-7519
He also said women should store
sharp knives in a place separated
from other cutlery: use a sturdy
ladder instead of a box in reaching
top selves and keep stairways un-
cluttered. He said:
"Storing jars on a stairway in--
stead of erecting shelves is a




meats and of Cheddar cliet
wrepped in foil and heated in o
,
for about ten minutes
CONEY ISLAND FRANR.5.
Piping hot chili without Ci
spooned over frankfurter in hi
ed Coney Island bun, and cro
ed with a sprinkling of chop. .„
onion,
ZIPPY BEEFBURGERS —1.
ular beef pattie with onion, 3_ ,
sup and Worcestershire sauce-I.
ed right in. Allow a couple of
blespoons minced onion, 1-4
catsup and teaspoon Worees
shire to a pound of beef, in as





The Olympic flame arrivei
Copenhagen from Athens on.;
way to Stockholm, where .











Little Rock, Arkansas „.
Philander Smith College is fully accredited by - the •
North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary
Schools. Its degrees and credits are accepted by all other
accredited colleges and universities. High School and
ior College graduates should not overlook this very im-
portant fact. For example, our graduates are admitted
to the University of Arkansas and other leading colleges
and universities for graduate work. Teachers trained in
Philander Smith are accepted for full accreditation by the
Departments of Education of all the states and territories
of the United States.
....Philander Smith College accepts students of- all
religious faiths and nationalities without regard to race.
creed or color if they qualify with proper academic Cre-
dentials and physical standards and sound health con-
ditions.
Philander Smith College prouides each student with
a Program of Study based on his occupational interests and
personal abilities. Every effort is made to help the serious
minded student, There is no reason for students whose
background may be weak to doubt their ability to do
college work and make good so long as they are wiliits;
to work and study at Philander Smith College.
Write for the booklet "DID YOU KNOW." It IF - -
a guide to HIGH SCHOOL and JUNIOR COLLEGE grad:
uates. Information about COURSES OF STUDY DE-
GREES, COSTS OR GENERAL EXPENSES, SCHOLAR-
SHIP AIDES, ETC. will be furnished to INTERESTED '
STUDENTS AND PARENTS OF STUDENTS.
Address All Inquiries To:
Director of Admissions
PHILANDER SMITH COLLEGE
, • -
Little Rock. Arkansas
a
I
